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Abstract
 
We investigate state sum invariants of two and three dimensional closed orientable
 
manifolds. Specifically, we consider the Fukuma/Hosono/Kawai two dimensional
 
topological lattice field theory; the Chung/Fukuma/Shapere three dimensional topo­
logieal lattice field theory;and the Kauffman/Lins tangle theoretic presentation ofthe
 
Turaev/Viro state sum invariant of 3-manifolds. We also explain how each of these
 
theories fit Atiyah's basic category theoretic description of a topological quantum
 
field theory.
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Chapter 1
 
Introduction
 
: A long standing problem in the history of mathematics is that of giving a complete
 
resolved in One and two dimensions, a complete invariant of three and four
 
manifolds has yet to be established.
 
A variety of methods have been employed in researching the ar(!a of
 
3-manifold invariants. In 1988 Witten [Wt88] discovered an invariant of closed,
 
Orientable 3-manifolds via surgery on aframed link. He invented a tool called
 
topological quantum field theory(TQPT)to construct his invariant. Atiyah
 
formalized the concept ofTQFT at, roughly the same time when he defined a
 
topological quantum field theory as a particular type of category representation
 
from nCob (the category of compact oriented {n — l)-manifolds as objects, and
 
Oriented cobordisms a.s morphisms) to Vect, the category ofvector spaces. Since
 
then the study of TQFTs has become a rapidly developing area of study.
 
Another type of 3-nianifpld invariant that has appeared in niany
 
mathematics and physics publications recently is the state sum invariant, often
 
referred to as a partition function. It is a number, usually defined in terms of a
 
triangulation, that depends only on the topology of the underlying manifold. In
 
1991 Reshetikhin and Turaev [RT91] made Witten's theory rnathematicallj'
 
rigorous by constructing a TQFl'using quantum groups. Turaev and Viro [TV92]
 
established a sta,te sum invariarit of3-manifolds usiiig quanturn 6j symbols.
 
Kuperberg [Ku91] eonstruGted a state sum invariant using surgery methods, while
 
Ghung,Pukuma and Shapere(CFS) [GFS94]develbped their invariant via
 
topological lattice field theory (TLFT).
 
[ ■: A number of mathematicians have gcncralize.d l.he study of topological 
quantum field theory in order to understand the "big picture". (h'ane [Cr95], and 
Baez and Dolan [BD95] for instance, have suggested the application of category 
theory to clarify the question of why topology has a different personality in each 
different dimension. Crane argues that three dimensional TQFTs are just a 
categorification of two dimensional theories. Baez and Dolan suggest that 
n-category theory, for arbitrary n, explains topology in dimension n. 
My research has focused on three areas: Fukuma-Hosono-Kawai's [FHK94] 
and Chung-Fukuma-Shapere's TLFT method of constructing a state sum invariant 
of two and three dimensional closed orientable manifolds; Kauffman-Lins' [Kau94] 
interpretation of the Turaev-Viro [TV92] state sum invariant of three dimensional 
closed orientable manifolds; and Baez-Dolan's [BD95] description of Atiyah's 
TQFT in terms of category theory, the foundational idea that synthesizes the other 
approaches. 
Although the classification of 2-manifold.s has been resolved, the search for 3 
dimensional topological invariants is still an expanding field of study. The 
3-manifold invariants mentioned above do not provide a complete classification. The 
study of 2 and 3-manifolds is especially intriguing because it is essential to the 
understanding of the theory of 4-manifolds, which is, in some sense, more complex 
than that of lower or even higher dimensions. We can learn much about the 
universe by understanding the four dimensional case because the univ(!rse itself is 
believed to be four dimensional,the fourth dimension being time.
 
State sum invariants in two and three dimensions are associated to well
 
understood families of algebras. Such an association provides us with a
 
correspondence between the somewhat elusive topology of manifolds and the well
 
developed theory of algebra. Extending the correspondence to four dimensions
 
provides hope that the topology of spacetime may one day be defined in purely
 
algebraic terms, allowing us to develop coordinate and metric free theories of
 
physics, such as quantum gravity. Indeed, the study of state sum invariants of low
 
dimensional manifolds has important mathematical implications in developing a
 
more thorough understanding of topology. But perhaps the most promising feature
 
of the continuing research on the topological classification of manifolds is that it
 
may one day open doors to a better understanding of the universe.
 
After the brief introduction in chapter one the paper is arranged in a manner
 
that guides the uninitiated reader through an example in chapter two of a
 
topological lattice field theory in two dimensions,Fukuma/Hosono/Kawai(FHK)
 
triangulation theory. Chapter three involves the extension ofFHK theory to three
 
dimensions, Chung/Fukuma/Shapere theory. In chapter four we consider a different
 
approach of constructing a three dimensional state sum invariant via a dual
 
triangulation, Kauffman/Lin's presentation of the Turaev-Viro invariant. Finally in
 
chapter five we conclude by investigating Atiyah's basic description of a TQFT as
 
presented by Baez/Dolan. We explain how the examples of chapters two, three and
 
four fit into such a description, and consider how this method provides a basic
 
structure that lends itself to general expansion into higher dimensions.
 
Chapter 2
 
Two Dimensional
 
Invariant
 
We begin by defining a manifold, but to do so requires that a
 
rnatliernatical foundation. An n-rnanifold {ii dimensional manifold Af") is roughly
 
described to be sirnilar to a patchwork quilt made up of pieces of K". In other
 
words, a local picture of AI" looks very niuch like E". (See Fig. 2.1}
 
%
 
FigUfe 2.1 (a):M^,(b)M^,and'(e)<M^ consist of "pieces" o/E';,E^c ,fe'spectively
 
For a formal definition df a manifold we need some definitions.
 
Definition 2.2 A lopological space is a set A'together with a family of subsets of
 
WrCalled the open sets, satisfying the following conditions:;
 
1. The empty set and X are open.
 
2. \iU,V <Z X are open, then U r\V is open.
 
3. If sets Ua QX are open, then the union UUa is open.
 
The set R" with the usual family of open subsets U (for example, the
 
Cartesian product E x • • • x M,where the open sets are the open balls
 
n times
 
Br{x)={y\d{x,y)< r})is a simple example of a topological space.
 
Definition 2.3 Let X,Y be topological spaces. A function /:.X^Y is called
 
continuous if, given any open set U CY,its inverse image f~^U C X is open.
 
So basically, if a function sends nearby points to nearby points it is
 
continuous. (See Fig. 2.4)
 
CO)
 u
 
Figure 2.4 Continuous function f:X Y
 
Definition 2.5 A collection ofopen sets covers a topological space X if the union
 
of the collection is exactly X.
 
Now we define a special continuous function.
 
Definition 2.6 Let X be a topological space and U C X be an open set. A chart is
 
a continuous function (j): U —> E"that has a continuous inverse (f)'^ :(f>{U) —> U.
 
 X u
 
Figure 2.7 A chart on topological space X
 
Definition 2.8 An n-manifold is a topological space M equipped with charts
 
<i>a '■ Ua R"', where Ua are open sets covering M, such that the transition functions 
(f)a o are continuous. We refer to the set of charts as an atlas. (See Fig. 2.9) 
0 
U Ua 
/
0. ® 01 r* 
Figure 2.9 Manifold M 
Definition 2.10 An invariant x(M) of a manifold M is a map from the set of all 
manifolds to the complex numbers such that homeomorphic manifolds have the 
same invariant. (Recall that a homeomorphism between two topological spaces is a 
continuous bijection with continuous inverse.) 
Our intention in this chapter is to describe Fukuma/Hosono/Kawai's (FHK) 
[FHK94] construction method for building a topological invariant (state sum 
invariant) of a closed orientable 2-manifold. Investigating the two dimensional case 
will provide us with a better understandirig of Chung/Fukuma/Shapere's(CFS)
 
state sum invariant of 3-manifolds [CFS94]. Before turning to the FHK invariant in
 
detail we provide a brief overview of the theory below,
 
FHK begin with a triangulation of a 2-nia,nifold. (See Fig. 2.11)
 
manifold triangulation
 
Figure 2.11 (2-shere) (tetrahedron)
 
They decompose the triangulated manifold and label all the edges with some choice
 
of elements frorn an index set {2:4}.
 
%
 
X
 
Xs
 
Figure 2.12 Decomposition of triangulation of manifold
 
Each triangle ofthe decomposition is identified by a complex valueCxjajjajj.,
 
where are the labels on the face edges. These values are referred to in FHK
 
theory as the face weights. In preparation to reassemble the triangulation adjacent
 
edges are identified using a complex quantity referred to as a gluing operator,
 
which is indexed by the labelling of corresponding edges in the decomposition.
 
 X^tXtiXta.
 
X1X7
 
XnXt
 
XhXsm
 
3
X>X4 
XfXf
 
Figure 2.13 Reassembly of triarigulation
 
For a given labelling of edges with elements from the index set the product of
 
all face weights and gluing operators is taken. Edges in the triangulation are then
 
assigned a different labelling from the same index set and the entire procedure is
 
repeated. This process continues until all the possible labellings from the index set
 
have been exhausted. The Fukuma/Hosono/Kawai state sum invariant is acquired
 
by taking the sum of all the products for every labelling of the decomposed
 
triangulation.
 
■ E (2-14)
labellings/S.^D{uv) , V t
 
where A ,6P indicates product over all triangles in the decomposition £), and (uv)
 
indicates product over all glued edges.
 
If the weights and Cxyz are chosen judiciously we Can be certain that the
 
complex valued function Z(our state sum invariant) is topologically invariant and
 
effectively partitions the space of underlying manifolds by their topological types.
 
2.1 Forrnal Definitions
 
Having presented the basic idea behind the constrnction of the FHK state sum
 
invariant, we now embark nppn a formal presentation of their theory.
 
What we referred to informally as a decomposlion of the triangulation of the 
closed oricntable manifold is referred to by FHK as a dimensional lattice. The 
word lattice is not standard mathematical terminology in this cpntextv but is rather 
used in the sense that physicists use the term: A collection of polygons with edges 
identified pairwise. What we referred to earlier as labellings of the lattice with 
elements of an index set is formally described as colorings ofthe lattice L with 
elements of a co/or sel ■ 
Pefinitipn 2.15 A lattice field theory is a specification ofa rule for assigning
 
a weight (cdmplex value in this case) to each possible coloring of the lattice.
 
In prder to niake FHK's theory topological it is necessary that we
 
demonstrate that the resulting weight wiU reniain unchanged under arbitrary Ideal
 
defprmations pf the underlying lattice. These defornaatipus must be tPpolpgically
 
legal moves (ie. basically no ripping dr te^^^^^^ is only after such a requirement
 
is satisfied that refer tp the thepry as a topological lattice field theory,
 
TLFT. We will investigate these arbitrary deforrnatipns in section 2.2.
 
After labelling a triangular face in the lattice with three elements of an index
 
set, say x,y,z € A", we determine a value associated to that face. The coloring of
 
tliG triangle is read in a counter clockwise fashion and the complex value that is
 
assigned to that triangular face in the process is referred to formally as aface weight
 
C-xyzi^)£ C. It is natural to impose cyclic symmetry in the coloring of triangular
 
faces such that the following weights are identical;
 
C'xyz Cy2x — Czxy.
 
Figure 2.16 Coloring of a triangular face in the lattice
 
In the reassembling process of FHK's theory a mysterious complex valued
 
gluing operator was introduced. At this point all we know is that it is used to
 
identify edges of adjacent triangles.
 
Example 2.17 In gluing two faces of the lattice the following diagrams and
 
products of complex numbers are equivalent:
 
(2.18)
 
X.	 u v vo 
X
 
U
 
3 £
 
Figure 2.19 Gluing faces
 
Remark: Indices of Cxyz are raised by contracting with gluing operator. In this case
 
the V coloring becomes a u coloring when contracted. (Hereafter summation
 
notation will be suppressed.)
 
Definition 2.20 The partition function of a LFT is a weighted sum over all
 
possible colorings of the lattice. It is given schematically by:
 
10
 
C,y,{A)g-^ :; (2.21)
 
colorings A^L{uv)
 
where flAeL product over all triangles in the lattice L,and indicates
 
product over all glu(!d edges.
 
The FHK partition function is a number that is associated to a particular
 
triangulation (lattice) T of a closed orientable 2-manifold. It will be a topological
 
invariant because it will be carefully constructed in such a manner that will not
 
depend upon the triangulation, but only upon the topological type ofthe underlying
 
manifold. (See Fig. 2.20)
 
1
 
Figure 2.22 The partition function Zfor two distinct triangulations of the same closed 2^manifold produces
 
an identical complex value
 
11
 
2.2 Topological Invariance
 
Our research leads us now to the issue of topological invariance ofthe FHK theory.
 
Alexander demonstrated |A30]that all triangulations of a topological manifold are
 
related by a set of topology-preserving moves. Later [GV92] [TV92] [B92] it was
 
shown that two basic moves generate all topologically equivalent two dimensional
 
triangular lattices. \ '
 
The ttoo-tico move flips an edge between two adjacent triangles,thus :
 
transforming two triangles into two new triangles.
 
X ID A/\ to
 
£ V V 2­
Figure 2.23 Two-two move
 
The 6ui)67e mowe collapses a pair of triangles with two edges in common to a
 
single edge.
 
Figure 2.24 Bubble move
 
By Alexander's theorem (as in [GV92]) a LFT whose partition function is
 
invariant under the 2-2 move and the bubble move is invariant under any local
 
changes of triangulation. Therefore, the lattice field theory is independent ofthe
 
triangulation chosen and depends only upon the topology of the underlying
 
manifold. This is indeed the defining property of a topologieaMattice field theory.
 
12
 
 bubble moves. Such expressions will represent the algebraic conditions on the
 
fundamental weights C^yz that will ensure invariance of the theory under the
 
Alexander moves. W(!first consider figure 2.22. The triangle on the left-hand side
 
may be constructed via face weights and gluing operators as follows:
 
u u.
X
 lU
 U)
 
IX
 
H:
 Z:
 
^xyu^vzwy — ^uzw
 
Construction of left-rhand side triangle for 2-2 move
 
Via:
 
X U)
 
(U
X
 
a
 
h
 
Figure 2.26 Construction of right-hand side triangle for 2-2 move
 
By application ofthe cyclic symmetry ofpur face weights and the communtivity of
 
G we may express the rightfhand side triangle in a modified form:
 
13
 
 ^ U(~<
GyjxuGvyzQ	 ^ ^yz ^ uwx
 
_ y-f u
 
~ ^uwx^yz
 
^ C C "
 
^xuw^yz
 
Therefore, to ensure the topological invariance of the partition function Z{L)
 
under the 2-2 move we must have the following equivalence:
 
% (0
% 10
 
u
 
—>
 
Ul
 
y i
 
•£
 
C ufy ^ u
 
xy ^uzw ^xuw^yz
 
Figure 2.27 	2-2 move algebraic condition
 
Qur algebraic condition for 2-2 invariance may be expressed as
 
u/^ w ^ w^ u
 
K^xy ^uz ~^xu ^yz
 
where we have raised w on both sides forlater convenience.
 
To develop the bubble invariance equation we first observe that the "bubble"
 
may be constructed as follows: :
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 ir
 
v\r •d­
3 a
 
a V
 
n'^u' z=z n ^
 
xu'vy ^v'ugy — ^ xu ^ yv
 
Figure 2.29 Construction of the bubble
 
Algebraically, this is represented by:
 
Cxu'vQ'"'''Cy'uyg'"'^' = Cxn'^CyuyQ'^'^' {by action of g'"'"'
 
=Cxu"Cy^y {by action of
 
^xu 
V
^yv
U {by cyclic symmetry
 
Therefore, the two triangles with two common edges is represented by the
 
product (See figure 2.29)
 
u
 
u
 
V u
 
^xu ^ yv
 
Figure 2.30 Algebraic description of the bubble
 
We now identify the diagram with gxy, the matrix inverse of
 
the gluing operator (The matrix inverse satisfies g^^'gkj= where is the
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 kronecker Delta.) With lowered indices ^ fxy is refered to as the meinc. Then the
 
inverse inetric is just the gluing operator
 
It follows that invariance under the bubble move implies;
 
X
 
V
 
u
 
^xu ^ yv yxy
 
Figure 2.31 Algebraic condition for the bubble move
 
Invariance under the bubble move is represented in the following algebrMG ;
 
condition which we refer to as the bubble invariance equation..It actually defines
 
our metric in terms of fac(! weights.
 
^ 9xy (2.32)
 
In conclusion, given a lattice field theory defined by data {Cxyz,9^^)the
 
necessary and sulficient conditions for it to be topological (ie. for the partition
 
are equations (2.27) 2-2 invariance and equatioh (2.31) bubble invariance,
 
The general idea is that when we have two horneomorphic 2-nianifolds their :
 
triangulations arc in the same topological equivalency class, where all triangulations
 
are related by the two invariance moves described above. The partition function for
 
each of the classes is unique. Therefore a partition,function classifies homeomorphic
 
manifolds, makihg it a genuine topological invariant ofthe manifold. (See Fig. 2.28)
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 e^o\mtNcv
 
L CtftSS >
 
$
 
Let/,^,7i be homeomorphisms and Mi,M2 be 2-manifolds.
 
Figlir6 2.33 : C7a55^mp/iomep?7iQ77?/izc Tnani/oW5
 
Before leaving this subsection, we demonstrate how bur two invariance
 
equations(2.27) and (2.31)lead to a third, the cone move. The purpose of studying
 
inyarianGe under the cone move is that it will aid in our development of the three
 
diinensional TLFT in chapter three.
 
The two triangles on the left offigure 2.27 can be manipulated into a three
 
dimensional cone by identifying the two edges labelled by u. Assigning the same
 
algebraic code for the cone picture as we did for the two trihngles on the left, we
 
identify the cone by
 
X
 
T
 
-sr
 
V
 
u
 
VY^ u
 
^xy ^ vu
 
Coding the cone
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If we apply the 2-2 and bubble moves to the cone we may develope a new
 
invariance move.
 
^—)■
2-2 V" —> bubble move 
V \r ) 
u 
a u. u u 
vr^ u u/^
^xy ^vu — ^xv ^yu — yxy 
Figure 2.35 Developing the cone i\nvartance move 
So we may express the cone move by the equation: 
Cv^y u 
xy ^vu Qxy (2.36) 
Figure 2.30 effectively demonstrates that the cone and bubble move are 
equivalent; therefore, we may use either the pair (2.27) and (2.31), or the pair (2.27) 
and (2.34) to generate all topology preserving deformations of our lattice. 
2.2.1 Extending to Non-Triangular Lattices 
What if we triangulated our manifold into a non-triangular lattice, or more 
generally, into a lattice with both triangular and non-triangular faces? Can we still 
use our current approach to define a topological lattice field theory on the lattice? 
Yes. For the triangular faces we simply use the topology preserving 2-2 and 
bubble moves to relate all topologically equivalent triangular lattice sections. 
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For the polygonal lattices containing no triangles we will simply impose
 
subdivision invariance on the generalized weights for arbitrary n-gons CxiX2...xn-

Since n-gons can be decomposed into triangles, we note that they are completely
 
determined by our old triangular weights. So we lose no generality by considering
 
any type oftriahgulated rnanifoid.
 
\ /
 
an
 
3
 
Figure 2.37 D^ompositiori of n-gop into triangles
 
The topplogical invariance established in equations(2.27) and (2.31)for
 
triangular lattices is applicable to our general lattice. The 2-2 and bubble invariance
 
equations guarantee that the weights for n-gonal faces {generalized weightp qxq well
 
defined. in the cdntext of our lattice this means that the partition function is
 
, ' Since all higher weights are completely determined by the original triangular
 
weights, we gain nothing new (ie. no new TQFT)by considering a generalized
 
arbitrary polygonal lattice. Therefore, our lattice field theory is valid for any type of
 
triangulation.
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2.3 Algebraic Correspondence
 
We have shown that a two dimensional TLFT is comprised of a set of colors X,face
 
weights Cxyz, gluing operators 5'*^ whose action on face weights is defined by
 
Cxyz'9^^ Cxy^\ all subject to the constraints imposed by the 2-2 invariance (2.27)
 
and bubble invariance (2.31)equations. In this section we will show that these
 
conditions are precisely the defining conditions of a semisimple associative algebra.
 
The main theorem is
 
Theorem 2.38 Two dimensional tbpological tcidMcdfield theories are in one-to-one
 
correspondence with semisimple associative algebras with unit.
 
The Outline of the proof is as follows. First we will show that/given a
 
we may construct a semisimple associative algebra with the weights Cxy^ as
 
structure consta,nts. Semisimpficity will be shown to follow from the inyertibility of
 
themetric defined by the bubble invariance Equation (2.31). The reverse implica,tioh
 
follows essentiallj^ from Wedderburn's Thebreni, but it will be easy ehough to prbye
 
directly using the facts at om after the first halfof the proof. '
 
(=^): We will prove the right implication in the following detail:
 
•Define a setvl indexed by bur given set of colbrs X.
 
•Define a vector space structure on set .4.
 
•Define multiplication on our vector space A, which transforms it into an
 
algebra.
 
•Define the unit of our algebra A.
 
•Show that A is associative.
 
•Show that A is semisimple.
 
To begin, we construct an associative algebra A. To each x eW define a set
 
consisting offormal symbolsT^a:- The vector Space structure on >1 is given by
 
  
 
taking the formal direct sum of these symbols, which then become basis elements of
 
A: '■ ■■ V: \ ■ ■ ■ : ■ ■ .y 
A '■= 
yy ■■ ■sex."-v' \ ' 'y ■ v'y' 'v / ^y 
Note that the dimension of the vector space ^ is equal to the order of the index set 
x' - '"; ■ : :yy'y,';, . ■ /'' ■V- .," ■ -'y ■ ■ 
Next we define multiplication on A by 
. <Px-^y'—Cxy''.<l)z \ 
and extend by linearity. That is, we define the weights to be the 
structure constants of the algebra. 
To define the unit of the algebra A we first demonstrate 
^ ^ifCy/ 
where we set 
Af:=grCyZ 
We then use this result to get the defining property of a unit element. We will be 
using the following variation of the cone equation (2.34) 
' : : : v:. " ■ ■(2,43). 
noting that g^.}' — 6.^'. 
Proo/; (of Equation (2.40)) 
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u^Cxy'' 	= g^'^Cwu^Cxy^ {by assumption
 
= Cwu^C^y^ {action ofg
 
— C'^y^Cwu^ {Ccommutes
 
= Cy^'^C.uju^ {cyclic symmetry
 
= gy^ {Equation(2.42)
 
— gyxg^^ {by action of
 
= S
Uy
^
 
And
 
n.x/^ Z 	_ n^Vin uri z
 
^yx — 	y ^wu ^yx
 
Cu/^wz
 
wu ^y
 
Cwzr^ u
 
y ^wu
 
(^z wr^ u
 
yy y ^wu
 
g%
 
g^^gxy
 
¥

"y
 
Wy
 
□ 
The unit ofthe algebra Ais given by the element
 
1a ■■ = u''(t>x 	(2.44) 
because(2.40)implies
 
Ia-= u'^cpx ■ (t>
I
 
U^C;
XI ^Z
 
=
z
 
=
i
 
and
 
(t)i -IA = (j>i -U'^(t):

X
 
= U''<t)i • (f),

X
 
= w'Cix^(j),

z
 
z
 
I

= 0: 
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Associativity of A follows from Equation (2.27)(invariance under the 2-2
 
move)and linearity:
 
[ ■ ■ {eq. (2.27) 
= Cyz''Cxu'"<Pw {C commutes ^ 
, .A^xy C^yz -^x * Eef niult 
;,1: ; -^ Cxy^^u' ^(l)xCy^(j)uA {com 
'^ y^'4^z ■■ ' '^a; ■ (•^j/ ■ '^z) , 
It remains to show that the algebra A is scmisimple (see, e.g., [DMG93]).
 
We are beginning with a TLFT,so it is assumed that the gluing operator exists.
 
The gluing operator is the inverse metric, so we are specifically showing that the
 
metric being invertible implies that our algebra is semisimple. We outline the proof
 
of this claim as follows:
 
; 1. Define an algebra as semisimple if it may be written as the direct sum of
 
simple algebras.
 
2. Show the metric g^y:= and the trace form on the algebra A given by
 
: ^ •= (<^x7</'y) are idehtical.
 
3. Show that left and right multiplication are adjoints relative to the trace form.
 
4. Define the radical of our algebra.
 
5. Show that the radical is a two sided ideal of the algebra.
 
6. Demonstrate that the radical is the largest two sided ideal of A consisting
 
entirely of nili)otent elements.
 
7. Demonstrate that the invertibility of l.h(! metric is equivalent to the radical of
 
our algebra being zero.
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 With the above items firmly established we may validate the dlaim that our
 
algebra is semisimple. Applying items 1 and 7, we may restate our hypothesis as
 
■ ■follows: ■ ■ ' ■ ■; ,;■/'■ ' 
Show that if the radical of the algebra A vanishes, then A is the direct sum of 
simple algebras. 
We will prove this conjecture with the following format: 
a) Let 7 be a minimal nonzero two sided ideal of A, and J- be the 
orthogonal complement of / relative to the trace form. 
b) Prove that / ' is also a two sided ideal of A. 
c) Show that A is the algebra direct sum of/ and 7"'^. 
. d) Use the minimality of 7 and the fact that both 7 and 7-^ are both two 
sided ideals to show that 1 is a simple algebra. 
e) Observe that by induction on the dimension of the algebra A, 7-^ is .a 
direct sum of simple algebras. 
f) Conclude that A is semisimple. 
First we recall some basic definitions. 
Definition 2.45 An algebra A is simpleif it contains no nontrivial ideals (i.e. no 
ideals other than the trivial ones 0 and A). 
Definition 2.46 An algebra A is the (algebra) direct sum of two algebras Ai and 
A2, written A = Ai 0 A2 if every element a E A may be written uniquely as 
a = oi + 02 where oi e Ai, 02 G A2, and Ai n A2 = AiA2 - A2A1 = 0. 
Definition 2.47 An algebra A is semiSi'mp/e if it may be expressed as the algebra 
direct sum of simple algebras. 
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 Recall that bubble invariance (2,31) of our TLFT implies that the metric,
 
defined by
 
n — r* 'V '■yxy ■ ^xv ^yu 
is invertible. We may reformulate this condition as follows. For a E A let the map 
ai '■ A ^ A he left multiplication by a, i.e. x ^ ax. Observe that 
{ab)L=i{aib)—i{a)z{b)=aLbL. As A has a unit, the mapidefined by a ax, embeds 
A into End(A) as an algebra homomorphism, where End{A) is the endomorphism 
algebra of A. 
Given an endomorphism S G End{A) we may define tr{S), the trace of 5, to 
be the trace of the matrix representation of 5 in a given basis. By cyclic invariance 
of the trace we now argue that the map tr: End{A) C is indeed a well defined 
function. 
First we recognize that every element of End(A) has a matrix representation, 
hence the trace acts on all element of End{A). Next we recall that, under a change 
of basis, the matrix representation of a linear endomorphism gets transformed via a 
similarity transformation. For instance, suppose that S is some endomorphism, and 
let S' and S" denote its matrix representation in two different bases. Then there 
exists some matrix element T such that S" = TS'T"^. So if we define tr(S') to be 
equal to tr(S") (i.e. we pick a particular basis, because we know what the trace of a 
matrix is) then we will find that tr(S') =tr(5") a,s well. Hence tr maps all similar 
matrix representations of each element in End{A) to a unique complex number in 
its codomain. 
Using the trace we may define a symmetric bilinear form ( , ) ; A x A —)■ A by 
(a, b) := tr(aLbL) (2.48) 
called the trace form on A. Then the metric components are simply given by 
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(^X)^j/) ~ 9xy 	 (2.49)
 
Proof: By definition,
 
(•/"x)4'y)
 
But we have
 
<t>xL<l>yL ■ <fz =(t>xL ■ (t>y(t>z { by left Hiult 
= 4>xL-Gyz'"(t>w {by mult of
 
= Cy^'"4)xL •<t>w {by linearity
 
= Cyz^fixf^w {by left mult
 
W(^ ux
 
~ ^yz ^xw Yu
 
which implies
 
^'^(^xL'/'yL) Cyz Cxw — Syx ~ Sxy
 
as claimed. 	 □ 
Lemma 2.50 Left and right multiplication are adjoints relative to the trace form 
{ax,b) = {a,xb),ya,b,x E: A 	 (2.51) 
Proof: 
{ax,b) 	 = tr((aa;)ihi,) 
= tT{aLXLbL) 
= tT{aL{xb)L) 
= (a, xb) □ 
Definition 2.52 The radical of an algebra A is the subset 
J{A) = {x ^ A\{x,y) = ^ A} 	 (2.53) 
Lemma 2.54 The radical is a two-sided ideal of A. 
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Proof: , V ■ 
a € J{A) and x,b e A {a,xb)=0
 
(arc,6)=0 (by lemma 2.49
 
=4> (arc) E J{A) {by definition
 
=> J(A)is a, right ideal:
 
Similarly,
 
(tt, bx)=0: 
(bx,a)=0 (by symmetry of trace 
{b,xa)=0 {by lemma 2.49 
{xa,b) — 0 
(xa) G j(A) 
J(A)is a left ideal. 
Hence, J(A) is a two-sided ideal.
 
□ 
Recalling that a m/poten^ element a of an algebra is one for which there 
exists a positive integer n such that a" = 0, we observe a property of the radical 
with respect to nilpotent elements. 
Lemma 2.55 J{A) is the largest right ideal of A consisting entirely of nilpotent 
elements. / 
Proof: We first set out to prove that every element of the radical, which we already 
established to be a right ideal of A by Lemma 2.53, is nilpotent. Let x G J{A). We 
wish to argue that .x"' ' is an element of A. Since x is in the radical it must be an 
elernent of the algebra By closure of .<4 under multiplication x" is in A for all 
positive integers n and since our algebra has a unit .x'' is also in A. Therefore, x"~^ 
is in for all positive integers n. 
Since x G ./(/I) means that (x, y) = 0 for all y (E A, it is clear that 
(x, x"~^) = 0 for all positive integers n. Hence; by the definition Of the trace, 
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tr(a:2)=0 for all n. By a standard result in linear algebra (see, e.g. Herstein (1975)
 
p. 315) xl, and hence x itself, is nilpotent.
 
To show that J{A)is indeed the largest such ideal, we demonstrate that any
 
other ideal consisting entirely of nilpotent elements must be contained in the
 
radical. Suppose if is a right ideal consisting entirely of nilpotent elements. For any
 
X £K and all y £ A,xy £ K because if is a right ideal. But xy is nilpotent since it
 
lives in if, so {xy)L is nilpotent, and therefore tr((a;y)£,)=0 because all the
 
characteristic values of a nilpotent transformation are zero. Hence, by the comment
 
following Definition 2.46, we may show that {x,y)=0 for al\y £ A:
 
0 	= tr((a;y)i)
 
= tr(2;LyL)
 
= (^> y)
 
which implies that a; e J(H). 	 □ 
Definition 2.56 We say that the trace form is nondegenerate if the radical 
vanishes (i.e. J{A) ~ {0}), and degenerate otherwise. 
We have yet to demonstrate that if the metric is invertible, then T is 
semisimple. But we claim that: 
Leinma 2.57 The nondegeneracy of the trace form is equivalent to the invertibility 
of the metric. 
To prove our conjecture we will take one half of the implication, specifically 
the metric g being invertible implies that the trace form is. nondegenerate 
and prove the contrapositive: 
The trace form being degenerate implies that the metric g is invertible. 
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The reverse implication follows similarly^
 
Proof: Assume the trace form to be degenerate. Then for all b in A there exists an
 
element a in A such that (a,6)=(h,a)=0, Let a=a® b=b^(f)y (summation
 
convention). Then
 
A{b,a)=0
 
-0
 
=> bya^{(j)y,(f)J)=0
 
b^a^gyx =0 (by definition g^y)
 
(gfa;j/ components of g)
 
g • a — (nondegeneracy Of usual dot product)
 
^ matrix g has a 0 eigenvalue
 
^ product of all eigenvalues equals zero , ■
 
=> del g=0 ; ' '0- vy':T';V''y^ 0-y'
 
;■ => ' g is not invertible ■ ■ 'V- - •' 
As our proof is reversible, we have proved the entire conjecture. □ 
It remains to show that if the metric is invertible, i.e. the radical of A 
vanishes, then A is semisimple. Specifically, we will demonstrate that if J(/l) = {0}, 
the algebra A is the direct sum of simple algebras. We begin by recalling that 
definition of a minimal ideal. 
Definition 2.58 An idealIof a ring R is a minimal ideal if and only if for any
 
other idealI' in R with {0} C I' C I, either /' = {0} or /' = /.
 
IfI^ {0} is a minimal ideal then for every other ideal I' of t he ring either 
IC I' OTI0I' — {0}. The argument is that we assume thatIis minimal according 
to our definition and we let I" =IHi', for /' some other arbitrary ideal of R. We 
note that I" is an ideal because the intersection of two ideals is again an ideal. It is 
obvious that {0} C /" C / and sinceIis minimal either I" — {0} or I" — I. If the 
first case is true thenIHi' = {0}. And if the second case is true thenIr\I'=I, 
which is equivalent to saying / C 1'. Hence, ifI^ {0} is a minimal ideal we may 
conclude thatIC /' or / n /' = {0} for any other ideal V. 
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 Let/ be a minimal nonzero 2-sided ideal of A and let
 
be its orthogonal complement relative to the trace form. Then an argument similar
 
to the proof of Lemma 2.53 implies is also a two sided ideal of A.
 
By minimality of/, either /C or/Q ={0}. Let us consider the first
 
case. IfIG we would have tr(a:2)=0for all x G I and all positive integers n.
 
(For example,if a: G/then tr(a;|)=0 by the following argument. If a; G J,then
 
a:^ G/since/is an ideal. However, due to the fact that/C a;^ must also live in
 
Then, by the definition of x)=0.) But Lemma 2.54 would imply that 
I G J{A)— 0, contradicting our assumption that/is nonzero. Hence/^ /-'". 
So it must be the case that / fi /■' = {0}, from which it follows from linear 
algebra that A = / © as vector spaces. ButIand /"'- are both two sided ideals, 
so we must, also have 
11^ =1^1= ^  (2^59) 
whereupon we may conclude that A — / © as an algebra direct sum. 
By minimality, / is a simple algebra. For, suppose it were not. Let i/C / be 
a nontrivial two-sided ideal inI. Let h E H and x G A. For any x G A we may 
write X — xi © 3:2 where a;i G / and a;2 G /-'-. Also, sipce fi G /f C /, we know that 
/ia;2 — 0 by Equation (2.58). So it is clear that fix = fi(xi + X2) = fixi © 0 — fix G i/. 
Hence H is a right ideal of A. Similar reasoning shows that II is also a left ideal of 
A, contradicting the minimality of /. Therefore 1is a simple algebra. 
At this point in our argument we only know that our algebra A can be 
decomposed into the direct sum of a simple algebraIand its orthogonal 
complement. It is our desire to demonstrate that in the final analysis all the direct 
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summands of A are simple algebras. To that end we next argue that J{I^)={0};
 
therefore, by induction we may argue that /■'" is the direct sum of simple pieces. 
Lemma 2.60 Let A = Ai ® A2 be an algebra direct sum. Then 
T(A) = T(v4i) © J(A2). 
Proof: Let x G J{Ai) © J{A2). Then x = xi + X2 where Xi G J{Ai) and X2 G J(^2)­
By the definition of J{Aj) we also note that {xj, yj) = 0 for all yj G Aj. {i.e. 
(2:1, Vi) = 0 for all yi G Ai and {x2,2/2) = 0 for all 2/2 G ^2) 
By the supposition of our lemma, A = Ai® A2, we know that for any 
x,y ^ A we have x = xi+ X2 and y = yi+2/2 for some Xi,yi G Ai and X2,2/2 £ ^2-, so 
{x, y) = {xy,1) 
= {{xi+X2){yiPy2)A) 
= {xiyiPx2y2A) 
= {xiyi,1) + {X2y2, 1) 
= (2^1) 2/1) + (^2,2/2) 
from which we conclude that 
{x,y) = {xi,yi) + {x2,y2) (2.61) 
Hence, by our opening argument, in the case where x e J{Ai) © 7(^2) 
Equation (2.60) implies that {x, y) = Q for all y e A, so x e J{A). The converse 
follows similarly. □ 
Since we having assumed that the radical of A vanishes, and that A =IQ 
we conclude by Lemma 2.59 that the radical of its direct summands, J(I) and 
J(/-'-), each vanish. Hence we have established that J(/-^) = {0}. 
By induction on dimension, is an algebra direct sum of its minimal 
two-sided ideals, each of which is a simple algebra, so A is indeed semisimple. 
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 (<^) We must show that, given a semisimple associative algebra A with structure
 
constants and unit 1a — u^4>x we may construct a two dimensional TLFT. We
 
begin by defining the metric on our algebra as
 
9xy = C,wCy,^ (2.62)
 
This is the bubble invariance equation, but we must also show that gxy, so defined,
 
is nondegenerate.
 
In our attempt to demonstrate the existence of the inverse metric we
 
next observe that since we assumed A was semisimple we may write
 
4 0• • •0Am where each Ai is a simple algebra. By the definition of a simple
 
algebra the radicals of Ai must vanish, because J(ylj)= Ai would imply by Lemma
 
2.54 the absurd conclusion that every element in Ai, including the unit, is nilpotent.
 
Hence all the radicals J{Ai)={0} and we may conclude via Lemma 2.59 that their
 
direct sum, J{A), also vanishes. By Definition 2.55 such a Conclusion implies that
 
the metric g^y defined by Equation (2.48) is nondegenerate. Therefore, by Lemma
 
2.56, the inverse metric {i.e. the gluing operator of our TLFT)does indeed exist.
 
The 2-2 invariance equation follows because the associativity argument given
 
in the first half of the proof is reversible. Specifically, associativity implies the 2-2
 
invariance equation:
 
xy ^uz ~ ^yz ^ xu
 
Finally, applying the nondegenerate metric to the structure constants we
 
may define triangular weights
 
C'iyz ■ Cxy gz'z 
satisfying cyclic symmetry =: by:
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c.xyz n ^ n^xy yzz' {by definition 
u^ z'^  v/^
^xy ^z'u ^ zu (by def. 
z'/^ u 
z^v 
V 
xz' ^yu=c, (by eq. (2.27) 
Uf^ z' 
^yz ^uv= C^z'^C, (byeq. (2.27) 
_ ufi Zf^ V 
^yz ^uv ^xz' 
^yz 9ux 
ayzx (by definition 
Similarly:
 
n n
ayzx ^yz yx'x (by definition
 
,r^ ,

^yzx'^x'u ^ xv (by def.
 
vr^ u
 
^yx' ^ zu ^xv {by eq. (2.27)
 
v/^ up x'
 
^yx' ^ zx ^ uv {by eq. (2.27)
 
up X p

Czx U^V 1^yx'
 
=:	CzX^'Quy {by def. g^y
 
azxy {by definition
 
Hence, Cxyz ^yzx —-^zxy
 
This completes the proof of theorem 2.37.
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2.4 Dual Fbrmation
 
In this seGtion we describe an equivalent approach to cohstruCting a, topological
 
lattice field theory using thickened trivalent graphs instead of triangles. The
 
information derived here will prove to be relevant in the construction of our three
 
dimensionalTLFT in the next chapter.
 
Given any triangulation of a 2-manifold we may define its dua.1 by associating
 
a vertex to every face, and connecting them across edges of the original
 
triangulation. In order to help distinguish the original triangulation from its dual,
 
we thicken the fines of.the dual lattice. Under this duality, the weights become
 
weights
 
% £
 
corresponds to"*
 
^xyz.

a
xyz
 
Figure 2.64 Trivalent graph corresponding to face weights
 
And the gluing operator becomes the gluing operator A
xy
 
^ hxy
 
glue3 edges of glues lines emanating
 
adjacent triangles from vertices of adjacent
 
trivalent vertices
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So,for example, an elementary gluing operation in both the original and
 
dual formations may be illustrated as follows:
 
\r
 
uv
 
^xyutf ^vzw ^xy
 
E
 
<—>
 
(-i U/^
 
^xy ^uzw
 
AND:
 
h-ji
 
y
 
<—)■ 
c<
>
 
Figure 2.65 Gluing operation in both formulations
 
In the dual formulation, 2 — 2 invariance 
% to % 10 
^ 
£ 
U(^ W W/^ u 
^xy ^uz ^ ^xu ^yz 
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 % ic 
becomes (.v. 
u 
(A 
A/"A/'"= A/'^A/^ (2.66) 
Figure 2.67 2-2 V,mvariance 
while bubble invariance 
% 
IT —)■ 
U. 
y 
(2.68) 
becomes 
■(—^ 
1 
A„^^A/^ = h'y (2.69) 
Figure 2.70 Bubble invariance 
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(This picture explains the terminology "bubble move".)
 
In two dimensions these two formulations are equivalent, so we may consider
 
one or the other. But in three dimensions, as we shall see, we must couple these two
 
structures together in a compatible manner,and this leads directly to Hopf algebras.
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Chapter 3
 
Three Dimensional
 
Chung-Fukuma-Shapere State Sum
 
Invariant
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3.1 	3-D Definitions, Weighting Rules and
 
Partition Function
 
We extend the FHK concepts to Chung/Fukuma/Shapere theory(GFS) [CFS94] by
 
extending our lattice field theory to three dimensions. As in the two dimensional
 
case, we begin with a lattice. In usual approaches to three dimensional lattice field
 
theories the faces of the lattice would be glued together, but CFS choose to glue
 
along hingesinstead, in order to preserve as much of the previous formalism as
 
possible.
 
Definition 3.1 A lattice(L)is a collection of polygonal faces with edges glued
 
together along one dimensional hinges.
 
Definition 3.2 A hinge is a meeting ofthree or more edges(an open neighborhood
 
of the line along which faces meet). (See Fig. 3.3)
 
In constructing a three dimensional topolOgical field theory we will color each
 
edge of each face with a color x from our index set X. Then we will have to define a
 
hinge weight because in three dimensions the edges of more than two faces can meet.
 
Consider the following example of the decomposition of an arbitrary three
 
dimensional face/hinge structure.
 
V
 
FigUr6 3.3 Decomposition into polygonal faces arid 4-valent hinge
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This reduces further into triangular faces and trivalent hinges:
 
Fi^XlVB 3.4 Triangular decomposition
 
The weighting rules we are hbout to introduce will be invariant under this
 
subdivision.;- ^
 
In order to deterniin©:a conaplete Set of weights for arbitrary faces and hinges
 
we must specify the following rules in detail in the following subsections:
 
3.1.1 weights for triangles 
3.1.2 weights for 3-hinges 
3.1.3 gluing rules for connecting triangles 
3.1.4 gluing rules for connecting 3-hinges 
3.1.5 
Then we will define the partition function as the product of all triangular weights
 
and 3-hinge weights, with color indices contracted via our gluing rules.
 
3.1.1 Weighting Rules for Triangles
 
For all triangles in the lattice cotored with a;, associate a complex number
 
Cxyz with cyclic symmetry. Tin; weighting rule for faces is a map:
 
C:X X A' X A e
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 In the two dimensional case it was unnecessary to indicate the orientation of our
 
triangular faces because they were embedded in 2-space. In the three dimensional
 
case all 3-manifolds are assumed to be oriented, and gluing rules must respect this
 
orientation. The problem is that in this higher dimension we are unsure which side
 
of the triangle we are dealing with, so it becomes necessary to indicate the
 
orientation of the faces with arrows on the edges.
 
&
 
a
xyz
 
Figure 3.5 Triangle weight
 
3.1.2 Weighting Rules for 3-Hinges
 
The hinges, which are used to join three faces at one common edge, are composed of
 
three infinitesimally thin strips whose outer edges are colored with elements from an
 
index set. The hinge labelling is oriented in a counterclockwise direction when the
 
arrows on the edges are directed upward. (See Fig. 3.6)
 
A 
I * 
r A 
A 
I 
,/\xyz = I 
f 
Figure 3.6 Hinge weights indicating that =z when the second sketch is read counterclockwise, and
 
the third clockwise
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 3.1.3 Gluing Triangles to Triangles
 
We recall that the face gluing operator glues triangular faces together (raises
 
indices of Cxyz)- We now consider a graphical representation of the gluing operator
 
and its inverse operator (metric) in three dimensions.
 
We will indicate hinge edges with dotted lines in order to distinguish them
 
from triangle edges. Then the dotted lines will have raised indices and solid lines
 
will have lowered indices associated to them.
 
In order to ensure that triangles are glued together with the appropriate
 
orientations (so as to maintain the orientation of the original manifold) the face
 
gluing operator (respectively g^y) must be represented by two oppositely
 
oriented dotted (respectively solid) lines, as shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.
 
X 
I 
I 
Y 
I 
t 
» 
X 
1 
» 
y 
t 
I 
I 
» I I 
A I 
I f 
« 
T r- n 
I 
t I I 
I 
I 
I 
9="'=9,yx 
Figure 3.7 Graphical representation of the gluing operator
 
Y y X
 
9xy 9yx
 
Figure 3.8 Graphical representation of the inverse gluing operator
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With this eonvention, only dotted edges and solid edges with the same
 
orientation are glued together. (See Fig; 3.9)
 
A
 
le. y.
 
>r
 
Figure 3.9 Gluing restrictions
 
The corresponding algebraic operation is just the usual summation
 
convention on repeated indices. (See Fig. 3.10)
 
% % *1 iX
 
y 	= ^ 
I
= 
f
f 
A
 
E I

— I
 
I
tt I
 
Figure 3.10 Summation convention on glued edges
 
For an example offace gluing with these rules see Figure 3.11.
 
U XT 
0) a U j ^
 
^ 
r 
IT 10 
I * 
r	 I V
 
t 2:
 
(^ u
 
^xy ^uzw ^xyu y
 
Figure 3.11 Algebraic code for 3d face gluing
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Given an arbitrary polygonal face, we may compyte its weight just as we did
 
in the two dimensional case, by trianguiating it and gluing the internal triangles
 
with the gluing operator. X
 
Ba. 3t v'
 
^ /
 
Xn
 
ai
 at)
 
axiX2,..Xn — ^aixia29°'^°"^Ca'2X2az ■ • • ^a'^Xna'iO'^^"'^ 
—  ■' 0,2/^ a3 :ai 
, ^0,2X2 • • • '^a„Xn : 
12 Gluing an arbitrary polygonal face . 
chosen, provided we require that the\weights C'j;y^ and the inverse gluing operator 
(metric) satisfy precisely the two equatioils, (2-27) and (!2.3l), that guaranteed 
topological invariance inthe two dimensional case, namely 
u : u) _ u
^xy yuz ^xu ^yz (3.13) 
f^xu ^yv ^ {jxy (3.14) 
3.1.4 Gluing 3-liinges to 3-iiinges 
In this subsection we repeat the analysis of subsection 3.1.3 for hinges instead of for 
faces. To glue 3-hinges to 3-hinges we introduce the hinge gluing operator h^y which 
raises b Graphical representations of the 
M 
  
 
 
 
 
 
gluing operator h^y and the inverse gluing operator(we call it the cometric) are
 
as follows:
 
'y

"1 
I 1^
I
 *1
 
I
 1
 
r
 1
 
I 
t 1 '1
 
' j
 
1
A t
 
I j
y­
»
 y f
 
Figure 3.15 Graphical representation of hinge gluing operators(a) hxy = hyx (b) = h,''^
 
For example, we may glue two 3-hinges together to get a 4-hinge with weight
 
^xyzw.
 
X iL y X u3
 
£
1
I t
 
. :i: .
 
• 
1 f
f I
4^
 
1
4 f
 
t
 
f
 
I
1 
I r 4 'f . ■ ■ » 1 
I
 
I
 J
 
^ooyzw
 
= A,/"'
 
Figure 3.16 Four hinge weight
 
As before, we may extend this construction to arbitrary n-hinges. Such a
 
hinge can be decomposed into a product of 3-hinges as depicted below:
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Xii-1
 
Figure 3.17 Decomposition of into Aa^
 
As previously, we require that the weight of the n-hinge be independent of
 
the decomposition into-3-hinges chosen. In the plane perpendicular to the n-hinge
 
this is equivalent to imposing 2-dimensional topological invariance for the trivalent
 
graphs from section 2.4. (See Equations 2.66 and 2.68) Specifically, we demand that
 
the 3-hinge weights and the cometric hxy satisfy the dual versions of 2-2 and
 
bubble invariance:
 tt)
 TT.

X I a
 X .. U V
 
i f \r I
i I
 
»
 
I I
 
I '
 
^xyuA^zw ^wxuAJ^
 
A/"A/"'= A^""A/^ (3.18)
 
Figure 3.19 Dual 2-2 ;
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a
 
u yX■x 
f ] 
f 
IA
 
I I
 
II
» 
Figure 3.21 Dual bubble move 
3.1.5 Gluing triangles to 3-hinges 
To finish our construction we must explain how to glue 3-hinges to triangles. There 
are two cases, depending upon whether the arrows on the triangle edges and hinge 
edges agree or not. In the first case the arrows are in the some direction. 
£ 
e M l 
X 
a 
I 
Xi 
Triangles glued to a 3-hinge, CabxQcdyCefz.^''^' 
In this case wc merely connect the appropriate indices from each edge. In the 
example above we get C'afciCcdyC'e/^A®^^ for the weight of the three-faced structure 
on the left. 
In the second case the arrows of face edge and hinge edge to be joined are in 
opposite directions. To carry out this operation we must have a wa,y of flipping the 
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direction of the arrow on a hinge. This is accomplished by means of the arrow
 
changing operator S^y. To be consistent with our diagrammatic notation, the arrow
 
changing operator 5^1' is represented by a dotted and solid line with arrows in
 
opposite directions. (See Fig. 3.23)
 
% %
 
1 1 I 
I I I I 
4 
=CbaxS%'/^'V': 
I I 
I I 
Figure 3.23 The action of the arrow changing operator
 
A configuration requiring the use of-the arrow changing operator is illustrated in
 
Figure 3.24; .
 
-f
 
A
 
XI A
 
vl- I
 
i
 
x'^x'yz *
 
A cdnpguTatipn requiring the arrow changing operator
 
same weights
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>ri I
 
1 I I I
 
I
 I
 
I
 
Figure 3.25 Identical hinge weights
 
we require the following constraints on S^y and (See Fig. 3.27)
 
(3.26)
 
f I
 
I y Y Y v
 
X	 2
 I
^; i
I	 
L &
 
I
 
I
I	 < 1
 
I u 'U
rft
t
 I

>F I I i I » I I
 
I 
» I !
 I
 
I
 j
 
Figure 3.27 Constraints on S^y and
 
In summary,the following five weighting rules are the fundamental
 
ingredients in the construction of a three dimensional lattice field theory:
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Cxyz (triangle wt.)
 
/^xyz ^hinge wt.) £ f Y S ^ 
 
I
 
y fs♦ 
. - ! ' '• 
(ccw")
 
(face gluer) ft TT
 
10
 
V
 
£
 a?
 
,t w u \r V i''' £
 y * 1
 
/ixt/ (hinge gluer) yj^
 I • I
 I ■t 
t C>^ 
I
I ! ■ : I'0I !I I I I ' I aXI'U ,?aol II A' air I /Kyfcio * 
A 
S^y (arrow reversing op.)
 
' J-y /K 10 
A I ^ 
I I ' 
V 
Figure 3.28 Five weighting rules for 3d LFT 
The partition function for our three dimensional lattice field theory (LFT) is 
50 
given schematically by the expression:
 
z(L)=A^ n n
 
f'.faces h:hinges{x,y)
 
where A/" is a normalization factor, {x,y)indicates product over glued edges with
 
arrow reversed, as necessary, and C and A are defined in terms of the triangular
 
decomposition of k-gonal faces and 1-hinges described above, subject to the
 
consistency conditions:
 
1- Cxy^Cuz^= Cxu^Cyz^ (Eqn (2.27) 2-2 invariance)
 
2. Cxu"Cyy'^=Qxy (Eqn (2.31) bubblc mvariancc)
 
3. (Eqn (3.18) dual 2-2 invariance)
 
4. (Eqn (3.20) dual bubble invariance)
 
5. = S^ziS'^yiA^^'y' (Eqn (3.26) hinge arrow op. constraint)
 
The partition function Z(L)is not yet a topological invariant of the manifold
 
on which it is defined. In the next section we develop the proper algebraic
 
framework for the theory. This will enable us to find the additional constraints
 
required for ^ (1/) to be a topological invariant.
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 3.2 
In this section we will show how the LFT data define algebra and coalgebra
 
structures with certain, properties. Recall that in the two dimensional case We .
 
constructed an algebra, which we will now call H,over G,with a basis element for
 
And we defined multiplication on the algebra H via amap m:
 
m.:H(S> H H via
 
: . . , ® (j^x' • ^xy
 
The constraints (2.28) and (2.32) imply that the algebra,so defined, is 
associative and senaisimple. In terms of the map 7n, the associativity condition may 
be writtenr. A, , A ■ ■ ; . 
nr o(Ih(8)m)(^a;® (j)y (f>z) — m o (3-31)
 
Also recall that invariance under the conemove implies the existence of a
 
unit element u in our algebra (section 2.3). The unit satisfies:
 
u:C^ 1(0 u(l) eH '
 
Recollect that the defining equation for the unit in chapter two was(and still is):
 
^  aV a .(2.41)
 
With Uj; Cxa" arid := g'^Vny
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3.2.1 Graphical representation of Wa:
 
We may derive a graphical representation of Ux which will become useful to us in
 
upcoming sections. From (2.2) we find
 
Ux = Cxb'= C''xb = g'"'Caxb (3.32)
 
Graphically, the right side is a triangle with two edges glued together as shown.
 
a t
I t a)t ^  ^ ^ 
 
I I [zipped closed) (ua, smashed flat)
 
Figure 3.33 Graphical representation of
Ux
 
So we see that Ux is represented as a 2-D disc with its boundary colored x.
 
Similarly, we may define an algebra H:= and a multiplication
 
operator rh on H:
 
m'.H®H —^H
 
m(02'(8)0"):= (3.34)
 
The dual analogues of the 2-2 and bubble invariance (equations (3.18) and
 
(3.20)) which are required for invariance under decomposition of 3-hinges, imply
 
that is associative.
 
(mo(1^0m))(^®®0!'®0^)=(fiio(m®l-))(^^®03'®0^) (3.35)
 
H contains a unit as welh
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■where • 
' e =7? A^x ~ '^xy^u . . 
There is a natural identification of with the dual vector space to H, In this 
identification the multiplication m corresponds to comultiplication A on H, and the 
hinge weights Ai^^ act as the co-structure cohstants: 
A :II—> H(g) H via 
The condition of coassociatwiij/, which follows by duality from associativity for rtii in 
H, is expressed by: 
. ; (A®U)oA(0^)=-(i^®A)p ■ 
Duality also directily implies that our coalgebra is cosemisirnple and that it 
contains a counit e which satisfies the follpmpg cohdifion: 
. . e : HB (f)x \—B €{(j)x) = Ca; G C 
■A yz :^  y — f A 
'^X ^x — ^z^x 
where 
f ■= h A "2/— A " — A"vx • 'f^xy^u /-^u X ~~ ^ xu 
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 3.2.2 Graphical representation of
 
We defined €3; to be ;= A„"x. From this definition we may derive a graphical
 
representaition of the Coiinit €3; as we did for the unit (Keep in mind that dotted
 
lines correspond to raised indices and solid lines correspond to lowered indices.)
 
A
 
■vr AT w 
' I 
6 — A — 7? A^^ — f (3.42)X v~ X —' ^x 
Figure 3.43 Counit cx iri graphiml representation 
So the counit is represented graphically as an oriented line with a bubble blowing 
wand attached. 
Summarizing the algebras we have introduced in the three dimensional 
sectiofi ^^e; have: 
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TYPE VEC.SPACE/UNIT MULT
 
ALGEBRA H:= m :H ®H—>H 
{H,m,u) u{l) ■ (f)=(p = (j) ■ u{l) ® (j)y) (j)^ ■ (py 
Data: {Cxyz,9^''') where u(l)= '■ =Cxy'^(pz 
where Cxy'' := C^yz'g"''^ 
DUAL H:= fh : H® H H ^
 
ALGEBRA u(l) ■ cp = (p = (p • u[l) m(<py ® (p^) := (py ■ (p^
 
{H,m,u) where u(l) = :=
 
Data: where A^y':= h^^rA'^'y'
 
COALGEBRA H:= ©xexCc^x A : H H® H
 
{H, A, e) A^y^e, = 4^ = e.A/^' A((/.x) := A^^Vy ®
 
Data: {A^y^,hxy) where e{(px) = where A^^^ := h^x'A^'y^
 
Invariance of faces and hinges under subdivision implies the algebras are associative 
and semisimple, and the coalgebra is coassociative and cosemisimple. 
Recall that an equivalent lattice theory may be defined on the dual lattice L 
in which hinges become faces and faces become hinges. The structure constants Cxy^ 
and Azf^ simply exchange places and the algebra/coalgebra of the lattice determine 
the coalgebra/algebra structure of the dual lattice, respectively. 
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3.3 	Tppologi and Correspondence
 
to Hopf Algebra
 
In prior sections wei demonstrated that invariance of faces and hinges under
 
siibdivision implies that our algebra is assdciative and semisimple and our
 
cpalgebra (iJ,A,e)is coassociative and cosernisimple. In this section we will show
 
that the requirement of topologicalinvariance of our LFT implies that the algebra
 
e^nd coalgebra (Jf,A,e)combine with the arrow-reversing operator S
 
(ahtipode) tP fdrih a Hdpf algebra with involutbry antipode. [S69]
 
The main theory of this chapter is
 
Theoreili 3*44 T/ie ofthree dimensional topological lattice field theories with
 
data 	 is in one to one correspondence with the set of Hopf
 
ailgebras {H^m,%A,%S)loith involutive aMipOide.
 
Remark: The statement of the theorem is not precisely the same as that in
 
[GFS94]. In [GFS94]tbb authors require that the antipode take a particular form
 
(given inJ^quation (3,3.44) below). As we shall see, however, the specific form of the
 
antipbde follows from the requirement that it be involutive, so the extra hypothesis
 
■ismot^needed. ■ 
Fnoo/; The outline of the proof is as follows. In Step 1 we introduce two new local 
naoves in three dimensions, the hinge move and the conemovci and demand that 
Z{L) be invariant under both. Then we will show that (a) invariance under the 
hinge move implies that the collection A,e,) is a bialgebra, and (b) 
invariance under the ; 3R Gone move implies that the arrow-changing operator S is an 
involutive ahitpode, thereby making A, e, S) into a Hopf algebra with 
antipode satisfying S- == 1. In Step 2 we show that aHopf algebra with involutive 
antipode gives rise to a 3D TLFT, Finally, in Step 3 we show that no additibnal 
■57 
constraints(beyond the hinge and 3D cone moves)are required to ensure that our
 
LFT be topologically invariant.
 
STEP l.a. For[H,m,u,A,e) to be a bialgebra we must show m and u are
 
coalgebra morphisms with respect to A and e, or, equivalently, A and e are algebra
 
morphisms with respect to m and u. These conditions are expressed algebraically as
 
follows:
 
A o m=(m ® m)o(1(g)r(g) 1)o(A ® A) (3.45)
 
A o u=u ® u (3.46)
 
torn — e®€ (3-47)
 
tou-l (3.48)
 
where the twist map.r is defined via r:H <S> H3(j)a0(f>b ^ (j)b ®(t>a ^ H ®H.In
 
the standard basis {(/>} these equations read
 
C./A/''= A/^A.-Cp/C,/ (3.49)
 
(3.50)
 
Cxy (3.51)
 
exu''= 1 (3.52)
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To prove, for example, that (3.45) and (3.49) are equivalent, we apply both sides of
 
(3.41) to a basis:
 
A o m{(j)x ® (t>y) = (m ® m)o(1 (g)r ® 1)o(A(g) A){(j)x ® <Py)
 
A(<^a; • (f)y) = {rn®rn)o[l®T®l){AJ'''(j)p®(l)q(.g) Ay^^(pr ^ ^<Ps)
 
A{Cxy'4>z) = (m ® m)o(10r ® l)(Aj:^'Aj,'"®0p$i)(pq®(pr^^ (Ps)
 
Cxy'Acj), = {m®m)o\Ax^'^Ay^^(j)p®^r®(t>q® <Ps)
 
C,/A/Va ® (pb = Al^Ay^'^p ■ (pr® 4>q- (ps
 
= A/^A/^Cp/</.,®C,,V6
 
= AxP''Ay''Cpr''CqUa®<Pb
 
□ 
We prove Equation(3.50) diagrammatically as follows. For clarity of the 
manipulations, we attach two triangles to the hinge whose weight is and then 
detach them at the end. 
Let act on Cpab and Cqcbi in other words, attach triangles Cpab and 
Cqcd to and hinge 
%
 
t
% 
K J K
 
i' -1^

I f 
{u-Ax^'>C^abCq.d) 
X 
faces attacheda. 
to hinge 
59 
rotate
a 5^
 
?c<
 
7,
 
C.
 
wrap bottom
X.
 
corners together
 
%i^-T
 
•!»­
continue wrapping
 
attach cap
 
34
 
pull out side (b)
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c 
continue pulling
 
inner cup pulled out
 
a
 
smashed flat
 
{9ab9cd)
 
3-D version of(2.36)
 
^r
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c
 
={u^CpabU^Cqcd)
 
ti§lirG 3.53 Graphical proof of Equation (3^50) UxAx^^ = u^u'^
 
V-Tlnis.' • :
 
'^^ ^x^^Cpab0qcd;^ So-t>9cd^ U^Cpqi,u'^Cqcd ^ ^
 
As Equati6n(3.54) holds for all triangles^ Equation (3.50); also holds. Equation
 
(3.51)follows by duality.
 
Next, we introduce a new naove, hailed the hinge move,and dernand that our
 
theory be iiivafiant under it. This will provide us with a prodf of Equation (3.49)y
 
The move itself derives from a topology-preserving transforniation that takes two-

triangle s glued to each other along two hinges, and collapses them Homotopically to
 
a single triangle plus a hinge.
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 TQI'OtOGlGAivLY:
 
•s
 
<—
 A
 
Y >"
V ^
 
Two triangles glued at <—^ Result is a single flat
 
sides along two hinges. Squeeze flat from bottom triangle attached to hinge.
 
pushing up structures
 
attached to two open
 
edges(a)and (b).
 
ALGEBRAICALLY:
 
a
 
<
 
t
 
//
%
 //
 
A
//
 
%
 X
 
//
 
//
 
il
 
11
 
= AC,y,A\a (3.55)
 
Figure 3.56 iJin^e Move
 
where numerical factor A is introduced to account for the number of three
 
dimensional cells lost in this operation.
 
We would like to derive the bialgebra condition (3.49) from (3.55). To do so
 
we first intoduce a new operator T:
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 T%:=h^'g,y (3.57)
 
and a numerical constant Aq;
 
Ao:= e^T'^yv}'= (3.58)
 
The second equality in (3.58) follows because acts on hinges and therefore on
 
Cx = A„"x, while Qxy acts on triangles and therefore on = C^a". Specifically
 
txT'^yuy =exh^'^Qzyuy {by def
 
=^'"gzy^y {apply If'' *
 
= {apply g^y *
 
The hinge move equation (3.55) implies a restriction on the operator T:
 
T\T'',A/'=KT%Aj"' - (3.59)
 
which can be seen as follows:
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 u'''{Aj"^A/'GayrCbqs) = u-(Aa,,A^„) {Eq (3.55)
 
vPu''A/'CaprCbqs = Au''C,y,A\a) {Eq (3.50)
 
<t:^
 vFC^T^C^Ay''' = 	Axf^A^a
 
9ra9sbAy 
— 	AgyzA bd {by def g^y
 
<t4>
 h^'^h}''''{gra9sbAy''') = h'''^'h">'{AgyzA^d)
 
h^'^Qarh}''''9bsA/' = Agy^i^'^d
 
"V
 
<t4> T"'rT'''sAy-"'	 = Agy^A^"'"' (by (3.57)
 
= Agy.h'^'A/'^'
 
44>
 = Ah^'^g^yA/^' 
<t4> = AT^'yA/"' (by (3.57)□ 
Starting from (3.55) we may write 
A/^A/^CpraC,sb =AC,y,A^a 
^ AJ"iAy''Cyr'^Cys''gma9nb ^ AC^y""Quzh''Atba 
^ ^AC,y-T\A dc t 
^ AJ"iAy''Cyr"'Cys''T<^mT\ = AC,y^T\At'"' 
Equation (3.59) gives 
AT*„ 
so we get 
A PI A TS/^ mf^ nrpc rpd 	 ^ u a mnrpc rpd /o (:;n'\
^pr '^qs m-^ n — ^xy -'- m-^ n (^O.OU^ 
As this equation holds for allT operators, Equation (3.49) follows. 
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Thus far we have demonstrated three of the four conditions required for the
 
quintet {H,m,u,A,e) to be a bialgebra. The fourth condition (3.52) is proved as
 
follows:
 
u^e6(A/'?A,-Cp/C,/)	 = uyetiCxy'A/')
 
= uyCy^x^z'^'eb
 
=
 
<;=>
 
6%6x^u^es
 
<t4>	 5°-xU'es = Sx"
 
Sx^u'Cs = 5/
 
= 1
 
II
 
STEP lb. Next we show that the arrow-reversing operator S is indeed the
 
antipode of a Hopf algebra{H,m,u,A,e,iS) by considering a lattice configuration in
 
which two edges of a triangle are glued along a hinge, and imposing invariance
 
under a local move (called the 3D cone move)that removes such a triangle. We first
 
recall the graphical representations of Cx (Figure 3.61) and (Figure 3.62).
 
u TT a V %
 
11
 
il
 
A ^  =f
 
Figure 3.61 The counit Ex
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/N
 
I I
 
V
 
^xb
 
Figure 3.62 The unit
 Ux
 
We also recollect how the arrow-reversing operator S works.
 
I ^ y
 
a I ! I! 3
 
' ' I
 
I—
 
I *^1
 I
 
! M I f^l
V i
 I f
 
CbaxS%'A^y'
 
Figure 3.63 The action of the arrow-changing operator
 
The 3D cone move is represented in Figure (3.64).
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I 
  
^ t a V d
 
't
 < >
 
4^
 
ir
 
we.
 
Figure 3.64 The 3D cone move
 
Reading the diagram of Figure (3.64) we arrive at the 3D cone equation
 
3ing invariance under three
 
similar cone moves we produce the following three variations of Equation (3.65):
 
:AA"'S%Cb/==vye,
 
(See corresponding Figures 3.69 to 3.71 below.)
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I r <—>■ 
c
 
(
 
I 
X 
J 
c I 
I J'iflJiir 
*y 
Figure 3.69 Cone move: Variation 2 
a 
S'' 
4-^ 
jk 
X c 
Figure 3.70 Cone move: Variation 3 
I ^ 
■e-> 
A 
-V 
% h c 
= uye. 
Figure 3.71 Cone move: Variation 4 
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We are attempting to demonstrate tliat our bialgebra (//,rn,u,A,e) is more
 
than just a bialgebra. If we can show that the arrow direction changing operator S ■ 
corresponds to a certain antipode defining axiom we will have established that the 
bialgebra is indeed a Hopf algebra. 
The antipode ofa Hopf algebra is defined to be the convolution inverse of the 
identity. This definition is expressed in the defining axiom for the antipode: 
Definition 3.72 Let m,A,e) be a bialgebra.
 
If linear map S:H —>H satisfies
 
TO o(1(g)5")o A — m o(5® 1)o A= w6e
 
then A,e,S)is a, Hopf algebra xpith antipode S.
 
The antipode S is defined in the basis {fix ■' a: € A} to be S{(f>x) := S^xt^y. The 
condition of the antipode being involutive is expressed in the property 5^ =1. 
The claim is that the first two cone equations (3.65) and (3.66) are 
equivalent to S being an antipode, while the second two equations (3.67) and (3.68) 
are equivalent to the antipode being involutive. Our defining axiom for the antipode 
(Definition 3.72), when expressed in terms of the same basis becomes: 
TO O (1® 5) O A(,;l!)j;) = TO O (1 ® 5)(Ai"Va ® ^ 6)
= Ax'^rn O (I0 S){(pa 041^, f f 
' . , = Ax'^m((j)a. ® S^bflc) 
: = Ax°-^S%m{(f)a ® <i)c{ - , v; 
: ^ uoefcfx)' . ^ A {by Def 3.72 ^ 
from which we may conclude that 
^too (1®5)o A((^^) = uoe(0^) ; ' T: (3.73} 
The other equality in Definition (3.72) is derived by: 
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 mo(501)o A(^3;) = mo(50l)(A3;"Va ®^6)
 
= A/''mo(50l)((ji>a006)
 
= ^b)
 
= A2;°^5''a"^(0c00fc)
 
= A,'''S'aCcbH<i>y)
 
= uy^xi(f>y) {by Eq (3.66)
 
= uo e(0:r)
 
implying that
 
m o(501)o A=u o e (3.74)
 
We have thus established that invariance under the 3D cone move (Equation
 
(3.65) and (3.66)) implies that the arrow-reversing operator.5is the antipode for
 
the Hopf algebra {H,m,u,A,e,5). It remains to show that 5^= 1. It is easier to do
 
this using Sweedler's notation (see, e.g., [K95] pp. 5'2-54). First, we note that the
 
cone equations (3.67) and (3.68) are written in basis-free notations as
 
m o(501)o r o A=uo e (3.75)
 
and
 
mo(l05)oroA=uo€ (3.76)
 
In Sweedler's notation Equation (3.75) becomes
 
^5(a:")x'= e(a:)l (3.77)
 
(x)
 
while (3.76) is written
 
'^x"S{x')— e{x)l (3.78)
 
(x)
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Since the antipode ofa Hopf algebra is unique, we only need to show that 5^
 
is the convolution inverse to S. But as the antipode is also an algebra antimorphism
 
([K95], Theorem 111.3.4, p. 52), we have, using (3.77),
 
(5*5^)W =E(,)S(^')S'(i")=S'(E(.)5(^"k)=S(£W1)= €(I)S(1)
 
^e{x)l (3.79)
 
A similar argument shows that 5*^ = 1 implies (3.77) and (3.78), and we are finished
 
with Step 1.
 
STEP 2. Next we show that, given a Hopf algebra (7/,m,rt. A,e,S)with involutive
 
antipode we may construct a 3D TLFT with data {Gxyz,5'^^, h^y,S^y). As
 
before, we construct the metric and cometric via
 
gxy:= CjCyG (3.80)
 
f^xy /^^bx^^ay
 
Using these, we define the triangle and hinge weights as follows:
 
Gxyz dzz'Gxy (3.82)
 
/^xyz f^xx'^^^yz ^g.gg^
 
and associativity and coassociativity of the algebra and coalgebra imply that these
 
weights are cyclically symmetric. Equations (3.80),(3.81), (3.82), and (3.83) ensure
 
that the theory is invariant under arbitrary two dimensional decompositions of
 
polygons and multihinges. The involutivity of the antipode implies (see below) that
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the algebra and coalgebra are semisimple and cosemisimple, respectively, so that the
 
metric and cometric are nondegenerate.
 
We must show that the hinge and 3D cone move equations hold. The last
 
part of the proof of Step lb, which is reversible, shows that the antipode property of
 
S gives the cone move equations (3.65) and (3.66), while equations (3.67) and (3.68)
 
follow from the fact that the antipode is involutive. So all that remains is to show
 
that the hinge equation (3.55) follows from our construction.
 
Let us define
 
(3.84)
 
and
 
(3.85)
 
Observe that
 
=g^y (3.86)
 
where we used associativity and the definition of the metric. Similarly
 
e^A/"= (3.87)
 
where we used coassociativity and the definition of the cometric. ^ 
 
Theorem 3.88 (Larson and Radford [LR88]) Let H be a Hopf algebra with
 
involutive antipode. Then is a left and right integral(and, dually, is a left and
 
right cointegral).
 
^It happens that Ux = gxyU^ and but at this stage we do not want to make any
 
assumptions about the nondegeneracy of the metric or cometric.
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 In our notation this means we have the following equations:
 
^x^''up = (3.89)
 
= (3.90)
 
e^Cab"= (3.91)
 
e''Cab'=eae' (3.92)
 
where and ex are the ordinary unit and counit, respectively. Multiplying (3.89)
 
by and using (3.58) and (3.87) yields the following equation:
 
= Aou'' (3.93)
 
Now,recall the bialgebra condition (3.49):
 
z A ab A PQA ^
 
^xy aaz — ^qs
 
If we multiply the left hand side of this equation by e^Ua we get (using (3.88),
 
(3.91), and (3.93))
 
Cxy^A.^^'e'^Ua = eye'A.'^'ua = = A^Cyu" (3.94)
 
while the right hand side gives (using (3.57),(3.86), and (3.87))
 
= h^^A/'gprCys'= Ay''T\Cys' (3.95)
 
Equating both sides yields
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 = (3.96)
 
Similar reasoning shows that
 
«%=A/'('^T»,ia,' (3.97)
 
Comparing (3.96) and (3.97) with (3.65) and (3.66) we see that T"(,/Ao is (by
 
uniqueness) the antipode S^'b of our Hopf algebra. That is, we have proved
 
Theorem 3.98 (Kuperberg [Ku91]) Let{H,m,u,A,e,S) be a Hopf algebra with
 
antipode satisfying S'^ = 1. Then
 
S\= (3.99)

Ao .
 
where T°'b and Aq are defined by Equations (3.57) and (3.58), respectively.
 
We must now show that the antipode S functions as the arrow-reversing
 
operator of our TLFT.To do so we must show that the consistency condition (3.26)
 
is satisfied. Using the fact([K95], Theorem IIL3.4, p. 52) that the antipode5of a
 
Hopf algebra is also a coalgebra antimorphism:
 
{S ® S)o T o A — A oS (3.100)
 
we get Equation (3.26)immediately:
 
{S ® S)OTO A{(f)y) = Ao S{(t>y)
 
^ (505)O r.(A/^0,o0,) . = A(5^J,0,)
 
44> Ay''^{S S){4>s ® (l>r) = S''yA{(f)j}
 
Aj/"(S'^^606'^^a) =S%Aj"'(j)b®<pa
 
which implies
 
S%S\Ay''{ct>b®(t>a)=S\Aj'\(t>b®(j>a) (3.101)
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we
 
may; write
 
::	 ^ ■ ...; ; ■ •.v'-.y'w 
V:	 ,,';v;^ y': -^ ^ 
^;.^V'v..V, ■ '■^,.: ;; ^ ; ■ .;. ' y- ; 
■ :V;--; yi:':; 
Which is Equation (3.26). 
: Using the fact that the antipode is a coalgebra antimorphism we may 
substitute (3.99) into (3.100) and, evaluating in the standard basis (as in the 
calculation following (3.100)), immediately derive (3.59). Then reversing the 
argument in Step la We get the hinge equation (3.55). Lastly, we bbserve that, as 
the antipOde is invertible in any finite dimensiohal Hopf algebra, the determinant of 
the left hand side of (3.99) is nonzero. (This also follows from 5^ = 1.) Hence the 
determinant of the operator T is nonzero, and so the deterrninants of and h°'^ are 
nonzero, which is to say that involutivity of the antipode implies that our Hopf 
algebra is semisimple and cosemisimple. 
This completes the proof of Step 2. 
STEP 3) 
In this step we will show that no additional constraints are required (beyond 
hinge ahd 3-D cone moves) to ensure that our LET is topologically invariant. 
Stating pur goal formally we want to prove: 
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Theorem 3.102 We can generate any local deformation of a 3-D lattice by a
 
sequence of hinge moves, cone moves, and face subdivision moves.
 
We begin with our manifold M which we subdivide into two distinct
 
polyhedral lattices, L and L'. In part A)of our proof of Theorem 3.102 we will
 
modify them so that at least three triangles always meet at any vertex of any
 
polyhedron. In part B)we will chop up the resulting polyhedra irito tetrahedra and
 
relate the topologically equivalent lattices via bubble moves arid (2,3) inoves. The
 
final products will be two topologically equivalent tetrafiedral lattices, F and f',
 
acquired by a sequence of the two moves indicated above. Finally, in part C), we
 
will demonstrate that with the tetrahedral decomppsition of our lattice Theorem
 
3.102 follows directly.
 
To accomplish our objective in part A)we will simply sketch the procedure
 
for modifying our topologically equivalent lattices. Triangulating all the polygonal
 
faces in L and L', we next eliminate single triangles that have two edges meeting at
 
a hinge, as well as all pairs of triangles that share two common edges. To eliminate
 
these problematic triangles we use the hinge and the 3-D cone moves. This
 
procedure will result in the modified triangulations L and L', both of which will
 
have the property that any vertex of any polyhedron will always be the nieeting
 
place of at least three triangles.
 
For part B)we will demonstrate that the hinge and face sub-division rhoves
 
are sufficient to decompose each resulting polyhedron into tetrahedra. We begin
 
with a polyhedron,P,where at least three faces meet. (See Figure 3.103) Let F
 
represent the number of total faces in P. We isolate one vertex 0 on our pOlyhedroh,
 
and we indicate the number of triangular faces that meet at 0 by the variable m,
 
where m > 3.
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 . (F-tt\")iaceS
 
Figure 3.103 Polyhedron P, where we have shown m faces and suppressed {F!— m)faces,for d total ofF
 
faces ■ ' 
jf our lattice we will raise
 
the vertex position in our sketch:
 
Figure 3.104 Polyhed,ron P with vertex 0 raised
 
In order to acquire a valid tetrahedral decomposition of our polyhedron P:we
 
perform the following four steps:
 
Step B-I. Using induction on the number offaces F in our polyhedron P,we first
 
consider two adjacent triangles that meet at vertex 0,triangle AO ^2 ahd triangle
 
AQ>12A3,and demonstrate how they can be topologically manipulated into a single
 
tetrahedron:
 
{by upcoming Cor 3.116
 
Consider internal A's:
 
%
 
(unfold)
 
ft
 
(apply (2,2) move)
 
m
 
(refold)
 
re-insert results:
 
n
m

Figure 3.105 Forming a tetrahedron from two adjacent faces ofP at vertex 0
 
Step B-II. Now we repeat the process on successive pairs of adjacent triangles;
 
triangle AOAiAfc and triangle AOAfcAfc+i,for k =3,4,...,m — 1. In Figure 3.105 we
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 carefully describe how the process consumes adjacent vertices. The finafresult will
 
be m — 2 interior tetrahedra:
 
1st tetra consumes 0,Ai,A2j^3­
2nd tetra consumes 0,Ai,A3,A4.
 
hi
 
•	 {rh — 3)t/i tetra consumes 0,Ai,Afn-2iAm-i­
[m — 2)th tetra consumes 0,Ai,A„( 1, A,„.
 
3"106 	Forming{m — 2) tetrahedra from polyhedron P
 
In the above sketch we note that each vertex where three edges meet can be
 
consumed twice in this process (with the exception of vertices Ai and Am,which are
 
each consumed once), while the vertices where m faces meet (vertices 0 and'Ai) are
 
consumed m — 2 times. Since we do not have sufficient vertices remaining to form
 
an{m — tetrahedron we stop at the {rn — 2y^ tetrahedron, noting that our
 
original m triangles comprise the external faces of the interior tetrahedra.
 
Step B-III. We next remove our(m — 2)interior tetrahedra as follows;
 
Figure 3.107 Modified polyhedron P,inhere we have shown(m — 2)faces and suppress{F — m)faces,for a
 
total of(F — 2)faces in P. ' 	 :
 
In removing the(m — 2)tetrahedra we lost the vertex 0. This reduces our faces by
 
two as demonstrated below:
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(^3
 
nW\
 
ftm
 
A
 
Figure 3.108 Removing(m — 2) tetrahedra from polyhedra P
 
Step B-IV. We repeat the face reducing process described above. Upon each
 
application we reduce the faces by two until we achieve four faces, a tetrahedron.
 
Note that our polyhedral 3-cells must all be contractible for this process to work.
 
The result is that a tetrahedral decompostion of the polyhedron P has been
 
obtained, completing part B)of our proof of Theorem 3.102.
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We recall that in part A)we started with two topologically equivalent lattices
 
L and 77. We modified them into our 'good' triangulations L and IJ, where at least
 
three triangles always met at any vertex. In part B) we demonstrated that L and IJ
 
could be decomposed,in general,into tetrahcdral lattices. We will now prove in part
 
C)that our two letrahedralized lattices L and L'are topologically equivalent,just as
 
their predecessors L and L' were. We accomplish our task by further decomposing L
 
and L'into two topologically equivalent tetrahedral lattices F and F'.
 
By a three dimensional version of Alexander's t heorem any two topologically
 
equivalent tetrahedral lattices are related by a sequences of special local lattice
 
moves,specifically the three dimensional 2-3 and bubble moves. Therefore, if we can
 
demonstrate that our lattice L can be manipulated into our lattice L', using these
 
two moves, we will have shown that they are topologically equivalent. But first we
 
must conceptualize the meaning of these two basic moves in three dimensions.
 
The three dimensional 2-3 move takes two tetrahedra joined at a common
 
face and transforms it into three tetrahedra joined at a common edge.
 
2-3
 
•f—
 
This consists of upper This consists of three
 
and lower tetrahedra tetrahedra joined at
 
joined at face AABC. hinge DE which is dual
 
to former face AABC.
 
3.109 The three dimensional 2-3 move
 
To better visualize our topologically equivalent three cells we separate the
 
tetrahedra;
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 X
 
B
 
N
 
\
 
Figure 3*110 Exploded view of the three dimensional 2-3 move	 E
 
The three dimensional bubble move takes two tetrahedra which share three common
 
faces and transforms them into a single triangular face.
 
y	 V bubble ^
 
^^move A
 
This consists of two	 This is a single face.
 
tetrahedra sharing three
 
faces: AABO,ABCO
 
AAGO.
 
Figure 3.111 Three dimensional bubble mc
 
Since this move is much more abstract and difficult to view in three dimensions, we
 
will sketch a brief topological description of the transformation. We begin by
 
separating the two tetrahedra (bubbles) and collapsing them into triangles.
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(top)
 
b
 
6
 
(bottom)
 
(separate)
 
(top)
 
// 
pull vertex down
 
(bottom)
 
pull vertex up
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(top)
 
rejoin these since
 
they are sanie A/s
 
{bottom)
 
{smash each flat)
 
Figure 3.112 Topological detail of the 3-D bubble
 
pur detailed descriptions of the three dimensional 2-3 and bubbles moves(Figures
 
3,110 and 3.112) are motivation for the upcoming full blown proofs of the these
 
moves. (Theorems 3.119 and Corollary3,115)(
 
For the remainder of part C)of our proof of Theorem 3.102 we will derive
 
the bubble and 2-3 nioves for three dimensions and prove various corollaries of each.
 
As we work through these deriviations it will become clear that each of the moves
 
are actually generated by a sequence ot hinge and face sub-division moves, ddence,
 
we will haye demonstrated that the 2-3 and bubble moves interpolating between our
 
two topologically equivalent tetrahedral lattices F and F'can be reduced to a
 
sequence of hinge moves, which can in turn be incorporated into a sequence of
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hinge, 3-D cone and face sub-division moves interpolating between our original
 
topologically equivalent lattices L and L'. This will conclude our proof of Theorem
 
3.102.
 
The next lemma and corollary will prove invariance under the bubble move,
 
assuming only that the hinge equation (3.55) is satisfied. Lemma 3.113 is a triangle
 
reduction move. It takes two triangular faces joined at three edges with hinges, and
 
transforms them into a single face with a numerical factor of A
 
Lemma.3.113 Triangle Reduction Move
 
X X
 
nr
 
M A
 
7t
 
®3*
 
Proof:
 %
 
aa
 
a
 
X
 
» A Jk
hinge

<—> A
 
t f
 
A a6
[KCxyz'^ ba^z ) b A £
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2:
 
A
 
•X
 
A
 
y
 
i^Cxyz)
 
□ 
Therefore, the triangle reduction move can be represented in the equation; 
= AC,,, (3.114) 
The three dimensional bubble move follows directly as a corollary of Lemma 
3.113. 
porollary 3.115 Bubble Move 
^ A2 
(2 tetrahedra sharing 3 faces) (single triangle) 
Proof: 
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 —>	 2-dim'l 1-3 move
 
on inner triangle
 
(L
 
Top 2 A's hinged
 
at 3 edges, while
 
bottom 2 A's
 
hinged at 3 edges.
 
A A	 apply Lma 3.113 to top
 
A2	 apply lma again □ 
Having demonstrated the bubble move we now proceed to illustrate the 2-3 
move. The plan is to develop a new move (Corollary 3.116 of Lemma 3.113) which 
will reduce four triangular faces to two. Then we will use this move to develop 
another new move (Lemma 3.117) which will reduce four triangular faces to three, 
and a similar move (Lemma 3.118) that increases three triangular faces to four. 
Finally we will use all of these to show that the three dimensional 2-3 move can be 
derived under the assumption that the hinge equation is satisfied. 
Corollary 3.116 Four Triangles to Two 
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 % U3
 
•X VO
 
M A
 
£
 
2r
 
Note that the two front triangles are connected by a 3-hinge operator along the solid
 
edge AB. The two rear triangles are connected by a 2-hinge operator along the
 
dotted edge AB.
 
Proof:
 % UJ
 
£
 
y
 
(U
 
Zr
 
be
 
I %
 
u3
U
 
Note that sides a,h are in
 
opposite directions, as we
 
£ will perform a hinge move.
V
 
a b c
 
M)
 
t
A By hinge move of Fig. 3.56
 
A' £
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To better understand what is OGcuring on the inside of our structure we
 
expand our sketch to the following exploded perspective:
 
A' S tc
 cxyft lb
 5
 
f A
 
I I
 
A M
 
A I 1,1,

h'^ h'b he
 
e.
 A
 
A f I
 
U 5

ad
 
Au 
t6
 
Now we diverge for a moment to isolate and algebraically simplify only the hinges
 
and gluing operators, which yields :
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 be
 
A/'^A'"'a{xh>''^gu,b")hbv9'"' {by def ofT
 
{Au'"'\){9'"^''"'ah'''^9v.b"hbb']
 
J
 
{A^'^j-)[9>''9^y,{5^,)A''"\]
 
{Aj''j-)[9'"'9bb" A'"\]
 
A dee
 
— A
 
e^ <L
Ji. ^
 t a
A
 
A
 
=1
 
— A
 
(

I
 
I
 
Now we insert the results of our divergence back into our proof, replacing the
 
original collection of hinges and gluing operators with our derived four hinge:
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A
 i A
 
_ I
 
A
 
to
 
A I
 
& 'V
(
V t *
 
=a.eiAu"'')
 
%
 
Ji
 
u.
 
a 
u 
•A 
m 
algebraically 
to 
A 
A 
I A |4
fH, ^  A ^ T f 
^T1 
• Ie 
c J 
ua 
2 
glue together with hinge 
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A by Lemma 3.113 □ 
E
 
Lemma 3.117 Four Triangles to Three
 
ft 
a ft 
C, b \\ 3 
f 
—)■ c 
6 
X 
<1 
C•F 
e 
D 
Note that for the sketch on the right the rear triangle BCD connects to BCE by a 
2-hinge operator along the dotted edge BC. The front triangle BCD connects to 
BCA by a 3-hinge operator along the solid edge BC. 
Proof: 
C 
d 
ef 
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t' 
VuT 
a 
E. 
IT 
A 
c, /n
/V 
/ < 
by hinge move of Fig 3.56 
Pk 
3 
;V8 /"lA 
''•sf /& 
• / 
C' 
/e 
4-hinge eliminates A 
as in proof of Cor 3.116 
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a
 join faces to hinge □ 
a 
h 
e. 
B 
X 
Lemma 3.118 Three Triangles to Four 
ft ft 
c 
A 
3 A's 
with 3-hinge 
sideways cone 
and faces 
4 A's 
Proof: 
B 
ft 
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B 
3 
ir 
ir (U 
B) 
decompose along 3-hinge 
D 
ci 
2. 
E 
V u) ^f 
VA 
% I • 
/I 
€ 
V rUJ 
correct directions on 
hinges withS operators 
/ • 
£ 2: 
{CabvCef.,CcdzA^'''''S^>S^^.)
 
(where S — S~^ because our antipode is involutory.)
 
(This step is true because S%f = ^'-j^ implies that (5'"^)'^^' = .})
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 = CabvCefu,CcdzA-^ hy,. )g'yg^
 
GabvCefwCcdzA^A"yxg'^yg'' {by hinge operators
 
A2 b 
3 
V 
? X«W 
fr[>e 
m 
X. u) 
' r iw-f 
=A^A-i m rlt< 
^i.' K"* 
!?Vc 
YE 
by hinge move 
=A glue 
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ft
 
A 2-2 move on
 
6 c
 
front and rear A's
 
□ 
And finally using the three-to-four face move (Lemma 3.118), the four-to-two 
face move (Corollary 3.116), and the four-to-three face move (Lemma 3.117) we are 
in a position to prove the three dimensional 2-3 move: 
Theorem 3.119 2-3 MOVE 
/
 i—^ h?
 
3 tetrahedra sharing common edge DE 2 tetrahedra sharing common face ABC 
Proof 
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(by Lemma 3.118)
 
Detail for the next move:
 
A
 
^ ^ Corollary x
 
^ ^3.116
 
and
 
J
 
Corollary

B <—> A
3.116
 
t (L
B
 
E
 E
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B
 
Detailfor the next move:
 
b
 
"unfold
 
^Corollary /a-1\
 
-3.116 )
 
B
 
=foId(A ■) 
B 
100 
A
 
Detail for the next move:
 
b
 
—unfold
 
B
 
(Now consider the inner A's only)
 
ft
 
B
 
gluing with 2 —hinges
 
_2-^2
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r
 
"refold
 
I b
 
where here we have reconnected
 
inner A's to outer A's
 
ft
 
= A2 /
 
Before this last move we had an inflation along edge 5D,whereas now we
 
have an inflation along AG.We note th following detail of this modiflcation:
 
b
 
(L
 
Figure 3.120 Detail of inflation move
 
In going from (a), an inflation along an edge where two faces meet,to (b), an
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inflation along an edge where three faces meet, we now have the cone with two faces
 
adjoined at the top (as described in Lemma 3.117). Therefore, applying Lemma
 
3.117 to the last figure we complete our proof.
 
A
 
= A2
 6
 
Figure 3.121 Two tetrahedra sharing a common face ABC
 
□ 
This concludes step 3, and hence the prooffor theorem 3.44.
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Chapter 4
 
Turaev-Viro (Kauffman-Lins) State
 
Sum Invariant
 
In this chapter we present the Kauffman-Lins(KL)variant [Kau94] of the 
Turaev-Viro(TV) [TV92]state sum invariant of three manifolds. The original state 
sum of Turaev and Viro was constructed using the algebraic properties of what are 
iiow called quantum 6jsymbols, whose properties follow from the representation 
theory of the quantum group C4(sf(2)) when q= e'"/'" is a root of unity [KR89]. As 
with the CPS invariant considered iu Chapter 3, the TV invariant is obtained from 
a compact manifold M by constructing a triangulation Y and coloring the edges of 
Y with colors from a color set X —■ {1,2,. . . ,r — 2}. To every 3-sirnplex of the 
triangulation F Turaev and Viro associate a quantum 6j symbol 
J a b c 
. -V: ■ \ d e f 
where {a,d), (6, e), and (c, /) are Opposite edges of the tetrahedron. Multiplying 
these together with suitable weights and summing over all possible colorings of F 
yields the state sum TVvf• 
The crucial point is that, as Turaev and Viro show, their state sum is 
independent of the choice of triangulation. They show this by appealing to 
Alexander's theorem. As we noted before, Alexander's original theorem requires a 
104 
possibly infinite set bf different nioves to relate one triangulation to another. But
 
while Ghung,Fukuma,and Shapere use the result of Steen and Varsted to reduGe
 
these to a finite set of generating moves, TuraeV and Viro pass to the dual complex
 
("special spines") and prove that only a finite set of generating moves, called the
 
Matveev-'Piergallini moves([Mat88] [Pier88]) are required there. Demohstration of
 
the invariance of their state sum thus reduces to consideration of the behaviour of
 
TVm under three special moves, call the lune move,the Y-rnove, and the bubble
 
move. MiraGulously, invariance under these three moves is guaranteed by properties
 
of the quantum 6j symbols.
 
Kauffman and Lins develop a version of the TV invariant based upon what
 
they call the "tangle theoretic Temperley-Lieb algebra". This approach, which we
 
outline below, provides a direct, combinatorial,and knot theoretic understanding of
 
the recoiipling theory of f/5(sf(2)), upon which the invariance properties ofthe TV
 
statesum rest. Kauffma,n and Lins also use the Matvcev-Piergallini moves on special
 
spines to demonstrate invariance pftheir state sum. Although they constructed
 
their invariaritto he sirnply a different presentation ofthe TV inxhrfant, the
 
equivalence between the two was later demonstrated formally by Piunikhin [Piu92].
 
We begin in Section 4.1 by recalling some elementary knot theory, including
 
a brief discussion of the Kauffman bracket, which constitutes the foundation upon
 
which everything else rests. After recalling the definitions of tangles and braids in
 
Section 4.2 and the braid group in Section 4.3, we introduce the Temperley-Lieb
 
algebra in Section 4.4 and its tangle-theoretic interpretation. To represent the
 
recoupling theory of U,,{sl{2)) graphically we next discuss the tangle-theoretic
 
interpretation of the .Tones-Wentzl projectors in Section 4.5,followed by an
 
exposition of the p-symmetrizer in Section 4.6. introduction to the various
 
components which make up our Kauffrnan-Lins tangle-theoretic version ofthe TV
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partition function in Section 4.7; and in Section 4.8 we sketch the specific moves our
 
partition function will be required to satisfy in order to insure topological
 
iiiyariance. Section 4.9 follows with a tangle-theoretic interpretation ofthe 3-yertex.:
 
We offer a brief In Section 4.10 we explicitiy define the theta net and tetrahedral
 
net, and illustrate their relevance for computations. Finally, in Section 4.10 we
 
define the state sum in this context and demonstrate its iiivariance under the
 
Matveev-Piergallini moves. 7
 
The advantage of tfie Kauffrnan-Lins approach to the suhjeet is that it is ?
 
aiindst entirely elementafy, but deceiyingly so because underlying everything is the
 
sophisticated representation theory ofthe quantum group C/g(sl(2)). To see the
 
connection between this and the work Of Kauffnian and Lins the rea,der is urged to
 
consult the monograph of Carter, Flath, and Saito [CFS95]. The tangles used in
 
the KL approach can be viewed as g-spin networks, b, generalizatibn of Penrose's
 
spin networks [Pen71],ivhich were first introduced by Roger Penrose as a way of
 
addition of angular momenta.
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4.1 Knot Theory and Bracket Polynomial Basics
 
In this section we recall some elementary facts about the Kauffman bracket model
 
for the Jones polynomial [Kau94]. Within a knot diagram we may have various
 
under and overcrossings ofstrands. Kauffman's bracket is defined using a notion of
 
'smoothing' of a crossing as follows. We first label the different regions about the
 
strands. If we walk upon an understrand toward a crossing the region to our left is
 
labeled A, with the righthand region being labeled A~^.
 
ft ft
 
ft
 
Figure 4.1 Labeling of a crossing
 
For the above labeled crossing we have two different smoothings:
 
A-smoothing joins A regions A ^-smoothing joins A ^ regions
 
Figure 4.2 Smoothings of a crossing
 
It is convenient to leave the label A or A^^ to indicate which smoothing has been
 
performed.
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The Kauffman bracket is a function from unoriented link diagrams to
 
Laurent polynomials in a single variable A satisfying the two properties illustrated
 
in the following figure, where d= — +A'"^) and it is understood that the
 
pictures in the figure stand for a small part of the knot diagram D.
 
iOD)=d{D) (4.3)
 
(■?<) = /l{iO+>l-i(DC > (4.4) 
Figure 4.5 Recursion relations for the bracket 
Following Kauffman [Kau94] we choose to normalize the bracket by setting {(p) = 1, 
where^ is the empty knot (see Figure 4.6). 
<>"i 
Figure 4.6 The normalization of the bracket. 
In that case the value of the bracket of the unknot is d. 
To calculate the Kauffman bracket of a knot we introduce the notion of the 
state of a diagram. 
Definition 4.7 A state S of a knot diagram D is a choice of smoothing at each 
crossing. 
Definition 4.8 (DIA) denotes the product of the resulting labels in A after 
smoothing the knot diagram D into state S. 
Definition 4.9 || A || represents the number of disjoint Jordan curves in the state 
5 of knot diagram D. 
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Example 4.10 Given the diagram D for the trefoil knot, label the A regions, find
 
the i4-smoothing state and determine 11 S 11 for the state.
 
A R ft
 
—y
 
-Q
 
A
 
IV
 
Figure 4.11 The A-smoothing state for the trefoil
 
Since there are two disjoint Jordan curves for the above state, || S||=2.
 
It follows that the Kauffman bracket of a knot diagram may be expressed as a sum
 
over all states of the diagram.
 
(D) (4.12)
 
s
 
where d—— and the bracket of the empty knot is defined to be {(J)):= 1.
 
Recall that two diagrams D and D'represent the same link in three
 
dimensions if and only if one can be transformed into the other by a sequence of
 
Reidemeister moves.
 
Definition 4.13 The Reidemeister Moves for knot or link diagrams depicted below
 
change the graphical structure of the diagram while leaving the topological type of
 
the embedding of the corresponding knot or link the same.
 
I.
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II.
 
III.
 
/
 
V
 
Figure 4.14 The three Reiderneister moves.
 
If the two link diagrams D and D'are related by a sequence using only
 
Reiderneister moves oftypes II and III, the links are said to be regular isotopic,
 
whereas if the move of type I is needed the two links are ambient isotopic. It is easy
 
to see [Kau87] that the bracket is invariant under moves oftype II and III and so
 
yields an invariant of regular isotopy.
 
The Kauffman bracket is not an ambient isotopy link invariant, as can be
 
seen in the following example (although it is an ambient isotopy invariant oiframed
 
dinks)..' - 7'd'''-'
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 Example 4.15 Given: The unknot K with a twist.
 
STUTE 
1 
►ft ft
 
ft
 
5WE 0 
i. 
6 
Figure 4.16 The unknot with a twist 
Find: The bracket polynomial of K. 
) =E5{ ^\S 
=Ad^+A-^(P 
——— nL-l— ^3 
Figure 4.17 The bracket of a twist 
Although it is not needed in what follows, we note in passing that the 
Kaulfman bracket does provide us with an invariant of oriented links, which is 
essentially equivalent to the Jones polynomial [J83]. To each crossing in the 
diagram D of an oriented link L we rnay associate a sign e = ±1 according to the 
following right hand rule: grasp the upper strand with your right hand; if your 
fingers curl in the direction of the lower strand, assign the crossing an e = +1, 
otherwise give it an e = -1assignment. 
Ill 
or
 
Figure 4,18 The sign of a crossing
 
The writhe w{D)of the diagram D of the oriented link L is just the sum of the
 
signs of all the crossings. The Jones polynomial,an ambient isotopy invariant of
 
oriented links, is given by
 
V(L)=(-A-')"(''>(f>/(0) (4.19)
 
where Q represents the unknot and A=
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4.2 Tangles and Braids
 
Consider two collections of n points in Label the points of each set with the
 
numbers from 1 to n, and add the names'input' to the first set and 'output' to the
 
second. Connect every pair of points with a curve ('strand') so that all the curves
 
are disjoint. The resulting configuration is called a tangle. If each strand connects
 
one input point to one output point the tangle is called a, braid. It is convenient to
 
arrange the input and output points in increasing order in opposing parallel rows in
 
the plane and to confine the strands to a rectangular box whose top and bottom
 
sides contain the output and input points, respectively.
 
O
 
o
 
Figure 4.20 a tangle (a), and a braid (b)
 
Two tangles are ambient isotopic if there is an ambient isotopy from one to the other
 
keeping the input and output points fixed and keeping the strands within the box.
 
Given a tangle x, we may form its closure x by connecting the input and
 
output points with 'parallel' strands that induce no new crossing, as shown ibelow.
 
ta:)
 
Figure 4.21 The closure of the tangles in Figure 4.20
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There is a close connection between braids and links, given by Alexander's Theorem
 
Theorem 4.22 (Alexander)Each link in is ambient isotopic to the closure of
 
some braid.
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4.3 The Braid Group
 
n strands
 
forms an infinite group, called the Ariin braid group on n strands, dendted The
 
product 66' of two braids 6 and 6' is simply concatenation: identify the output
 
strands of 6' with the input strands of 6.
 
/
 
Figure d:«23 The product of two braids in Bz
 
The identity element ofthe group is the braid with all parallel strands,
 
*' « •
 
n
 
h STRRMbS
 
The identity element of Bn
 
Every braid in can be written as a product of the n — 1 elementary braids
 
or ^ renerators ui,U2,.. .;dn-i and their inverses The
 
elementary braid (Tj connects the input point to the(i+ output point and
 
wee uersa, as shown below.
 
If5
 
\-x
X- l IX-I
 (7l (^2
 
^n—l
 
X-l IX i l"X/
 
-1
(J, an
 <7.
n—1
 
Figure 4,25 The generators of Bn and their in
 
The generators of the braid group on three strands Bs are:
 
Example 4.26 .
 
1 23 123 1 23 123 123
 
123 123 123 123
 
I3 (Jl (^2 a-1
 
An arbitrary braid is given by a 'word', namely a concatenation of the 'letters'
 
consisting of the elementary braids. For example, the braid word ai^a2(7i^(J2^i^<^2
 
is illustrated in Figure 4.27.
 
C^2
 
Gi ^a20'i^a20'1^(72­
0"2
 
-1
 
CJ2
 
Figure 4.27 A braid word in S3
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One may use the elementary braids and their inverses to give a presentation of the
 
braid group in terms of the generators above and the following relations.
 
O"jOj' — (X I^ ^ 1 (4.28)
 
(4.29)
 
To illustrate these relations the example below demonstrates (4.28) in B^, which is
 
simply the Reidemeister move oftype III.
 
X
 
/
 
/
 
Figure 4.30 Demonstration of(4.28) in Bz, criff3 =
 
The following example demonstrates the second braid relation (4.29) in R3
 
/
 
/
 
/
 
/ /
 
A /
/
 
Figure 4.31 Demonstration of(4-29) in Bz, cria^cri =
 (^2(^1(^2
 
Note that Sn,the permutation group on n letters is just the quotient of the braid
 
group modulo the relations a?= 1.
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4.4 The Temperley-Lieb Algebra
 
We define t/j, the elementary tangle on n strands, to be the tangle obtained from
 
the identity braid by connecting the and (?+ 1)''^ input together and the and
 
(i+1)'^ Output,together. ^ ^ ^ "
 
U u
 
A
n
 
Ui Uo u.
 
Figure,,4;32 The identity tangle together with the elementary tangles on 4 strands
 
Using the same rule for multiplication as in the braid group (that is, concatenation),
 
U1U2- c/2 ~ 	. j
 
I'^l
 
Example of multiplication of4 strand tangles
 
we observe the following identities hold
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ABSTRACTRELATIONS 4STRAND EXAMPLE
 
I. Ul= dUi
 
V. .,:; 2. ujJi^AJi=Ui ■ 
^ Z.UiUj= UjUi4m j\> I .
 
Figure 4.34 Temperley-Lieb algebra identities
 
where d is defined below.
 
Let A be an indeterminate, and let X[A,A~^ denote the rifig ofLaurent
 
polynomialsin ,A with integral coefficients. By Z[i4, we mean the set of
 
rational functions of the form P/Q with P,Q e Z[A,A~^]. The Temperley-Lieb .
 
algebra Tn is the free additive algebra over Z[A,A~^] with multipficative generators
 
lri,Ui,U2,... , and the relations of Figure 4.34above. So the elements in Figure
 
4.32,for example, are the generators ofthe 4 strand Temperley-Lieb algebra Ti. We
 
choose (i= —(A^ A~'^)\ it is clear that c? commutes with all the elements ofT„,so
 
it Can be treated like a scalar. What is not so clear is that the diagrammatics of the
 
elementary tangles encodes precisely the relations of the Temperley-Lieb algebra.
 
There exists an intimate connection between the Jones polynomial and the
 
tangle-version ofthe T-L algebra. The Jones polynomial is actually defined via a
 
representation ofthe Artin braid group into the T-L algebra. There is, indeed,
 
an underlying representation p from into abstract T„ that produces a
 
correspondence between elementary braids and the abstract basis elements lA of T„.
 
We now begin our investigation of representation p.
 
^ y. ■ ' ■ ■ ■a; ■: 
 SMOOTHINGS OF R
 
n
 
Let us consider the two types of smoothings,state 1 and state 2 as described
 
in Section 4il, of elementary braids of Bn, We investigate the relationship between
 
tangles in Figure 4.32 and the bracket evaluation of elementary braids and their
 
closures. Recalling that the bracket of a knot diagram requires smoothings of the
 
internal crossings, it becomes evident that the bracket state of the closure of a braid
 
depends upon smoothings of braid crossings. Our demonstration begins using a2,
 
and (T^*, in the three strand basis for of Example 4.26.
 
Horizontal Smoothings: y
 
H{ I^)= j = U2 in Figure 4.32
 
also
 
//(<72 =H{j ^ )= I Pj= U2 in Figure 4.32
 
We may conclude that in general Hiyjf)= Ui in our set of elementary tangles (see
 
Figure 4-32 for the 4strand example)in an n-strand basis.
 
Vertical smoothings:
 
V'(a"2)=V( j )=| =I3 identity element in B^.
 
■ ''yy^': ■ also ^ 
j \/ )=| =I3 identity element in S3. ;
 
We may conclude that in general V{af)=1„, the identity element in S„.
 
Recalling that the recursion property of the bracket in Section 4.1 requires
 
that we perform state smoothings,the bracket of an elementary braid may be
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 viewed as a localized hdrizontal/Yertical.smoOthin action which will be related to
 
the elementary tangles in Figure 4.32: J
 
'and.■ ' 
K'):=X(C/.)+A-'(l„>
 
Before considering the closure ofthese types ofsmoothings,which weindicate
 
with an bar drawn over the braid element,b,we refer the reader back to Figure 4.21.
 
Our goalhere is to examine the bracket ofaspecial knot,specifically the
 
closure ofsmoothings ofelementary braid.elements. First welook at closures ofthe
 
Closure ofHorizontal Smoothings:
 
U //C\l I U
 
=^(\y)=/n= ixj; =in=R
 
ffK')=H{IX)=jn= /^ =1 n=05
 
Closure of Vertical Smoothings:
 
V(a2)=Vi1 X)=III = : =I
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n''2"')=H l X * 0
 
We conclude in general that H{af)=Ui and V{af)=\n. In other words, closures of
 
the states of braids correspond to closures of the tangles in Figure 4,32.
 
As with the bracket evaluation of the open braids (4.35) and (4.36), it is
 
clear that the bracket state of any closed braid,(5), is related to the strand closure
 
of our elementary tangles.
 
(d7) —(^|A stote)d"'^*"+(d7|A~^ (4-37)
 
Let us consider an example of the bracket of the closed braid ai in B2.
 
Diagrammatically our (Ji is ^ , which implies that its closure is
 
d\=^ (4.38)
 
Also in B2 we have the diagram for the elementary tangle Bi= , which
 
implies that
 
Ci=}^ =nll (4.39)
 
The "A" smoothing state of gx is
 
= Ux (4.40)
 
while the identity braid in B2 is
 
l2= II =^l2= (4.41)
 
The smoothing state of by is
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•0
 19. 
. / ■ ^ (4.42): 
With all the preliminaries in place, we begin our example.
 
Exainple 4.43 The evaluation of(^)'in ©2 is:
 
{o\) =(^\A state)S^^^y+{^\A~^ state)S^'^^^
 
:)={§). )dllS ii ,T(@ :)rfli®4l: y
 
; = I'+
 
; V'y -Ad+A-^cP
 
Apparently pur set of tangles in Figure 4.32 (for example) is becomming very
 
important. We have expressed the bracket evaluation of elementary braid elements
 
and the bracket of the closure of such in terms of these tangles. Having clearly
 
established an association between the Artin braid group and the set of tangles
 
in Figure 4.32,let us now consider Jones'representation p.
 
REPRESENTATION p
 
With our tangle-theoretic foundation appropriately constructed, we may now
 
define our underlying representation from the braid group to the abstract T-L
 
algebra.
 
The representation p: is determined by:
 
p{ai}= AUi+A~^ln (4.44)
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 ■/;: . ■ • :V; v^;; , :.r;:f 
Next, we define the trace from the r-strand tangle algebra Tj. to the field of 
polyiioinials in A and .4 b ; C ^ 
Definition 4.46 The frape, tr ; 3; --—> Z[:4,^ is defined by: 
,' , '^'\';'i) :ir(^ 'y 
; : where {) is the Kauffinan bracket. ■ 
ii) tr{x + y) = tr{x) + tr{y). 
With this definition it follows that Kauffmaii's trace and Jones' trace 
coincide via the equation : 
:= (6); -r (4.47) 
and both yield the Jones polynomial. 
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4.5 The Jones-Wentzl Projectors
 
We now define special idempotents in the Temperley-Lieb algebra and investigate
 
some of their properties. Using these idempotents we will be able to define a
 
trivalent vertex (related to the quantum 3j symbols giving the recoupling oftwo
 
representations of Uq{sl{2))) and (a version of) the quantum 6j symbols, both of
 
which are the main ingredients in the definition of the KL invariant.
 
In this section we will inductively define a very special element fi of the
 
abstract Temperley-Lieb algebra which is called the Jones-Wenzl projector. Each fi
 
is actually the product of the generators of abstract T„, extended linearly. Our
 
special fi are restricted by the following definition.
 
Definition 4.48 For each A: G (0,1,... ,n — 1}, provided A is chosen so that
 
A1A2...Afc 7^ 0, we may define the Jones-Wentzl projector recursively by
 
/o = ln (4.49)
 
fk+l fk k'k+lfkUk+lfk (4.50)
 
where
 
Pi — d~^ (4.51)
 
Pfc+i ={d- pLk) ^ (4.52)
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Ul=dUi,yi
 
Example 4.55 In T2 the element/i is given by
 
/i =fo — t-hfoUifo
 
For each Ji: > —1 we define the polynomial function A„ of degree n in
 
d= —(A^+A~'^) by the recursion
 
; An= -A„^2 , : (4.56)
 
with the initial conditions Aq =1 and A_i — 0. Then A^ is the (renormalized)
 
Lemma A.^7([W87})The Jones-Wentzl projectors satisfy the following properties:
 
i) ff-fi fbriAo,l,,..,n-1 (4.58)
 
iUj= Ujfi=0 for j < i
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 iii) tr(fn_i)= An = An(-A^) (4.60)
 
and
 
. =/^k/^k+l ■ (4-61) 
where A„(a;)= — a;~"~^)/(x — a;""^) is the nth Chebyschev polynomial 
(For proof see [L91].)
 
We now offer an interesting and what will prove to be a most important
 
proposition. Be forewarned that the element/in the following proposition must
 
satisfy the properties in Lemma 4.57. Therefore,/in the proposition is actually
 
/„_i in disguise.
 
Proposition 4.62 There exists unique Jones Wentzl projector
 
f e r„, /7^ 0, such that
 
i) p=f
 
ii) fUi= Uif=0 i=0,l,...,n-l
 
Proof:
 
Existence:
 
Clearly, according to the required properties our/equals /„_i, therefore we
 
have existence by Lemma 4.57.
 
Uniqueness:
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 Let g G T„, g 7^ 0.
 
Let =g and gUi — Utg=0, for i=0,l,...,n-l.
 
So g is a linear combination of products of our abstract generators
 
{fnj Ui, t/jj—l}­
Let U be the sum of products of Lj's.
 
ie. U= biUi+62C/2 "b b^Uz+ ••• "b C1U1U2+C2U1UZ+•••
 
where each term includes at least one f/j
 
Therefore, we may write g=al„+(7 for a G field.
 
By our hypothesis, g^=g.
 
=^{aln+U}{aln+U)^{aln+U)
 
=^aHn+2alnU+U^-={aln+U)
 
But since each term in U includes at least one Ui, a^ln must equal al„.
 
— a
 
=b g=In+U.
 
By the same argument f in the statement of our proposition is:
 
f= ln+U'
 
Demonstrating that f and g are the same element:
 
f 	=f+fU {byfU=0
 
=filn+U)
 
=fg {by g ^ ln+U
 
={In+ U')g {byf=ln+U'
 
= +U'g
 
— Ing {by U'g=0 in hypothesis 
^9 □ 
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When we view our
 
allows us to in a more hands-on
 
manipulative manrier. For instance, iil
 
of Proposition 4.62 in the three strand Temperley-Lieb algebra.
 
Example 4.63 In Tip
 
So, by Definintion 4.48:
 
h=fo-pifoUifo
 
And
 
i2>=/l-0"2/lC/2/l
 
1

-1\-1 I
 
d d
 
U u
 
-iv-i

^{d-dr^} 1
 
d d'0
 
U
 
{d-dr^)~^ Vi lU +■
''Til 1 0 d? 
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11 
U

1u

-i\-i

-+ {d-d-^)

d d?{d-d-^)
nl 
II I d pj 
d
 
Therefore
 
u

U
 
Ulf2=f] 
1
+ 
1 
d\ \\—{d—d 
i\
)
-i 
1 0
 
d {d^-d)
 
nn 
~d
 
l-(l+3^)+ ^ 
Ux

d?-r d{d-d-^)_
 
=0
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 4.6 The Q'-symmetrizer
 
We now define a special tangle, called a q-symmetrizer, which may be viewed as the
 
quantum analogue of the antisymmetrizer oi Penrose's spin network theory (see
 
[Kau91]). The g-symmetrizer is the basic tool used in the diagrammatic approach to
 
the recoupling theory of Ug{sl{2)). Although it is defined below to be an element of
 
the braid group, we may use the representation defined in Section 4.4 (the
 
Kauffman bracket) to view it as an element of the Temperley-Lieb algebra.
 
Defiriition 4.64 Let Sn denote the symmetric group on n letters. The length t{a)
 
of cr G Sn is the minimal number of adjacent transpositions required to write a
 
(non-uniquely) as a product of adjacent transpositions.
 
[a

Defimtion 4.65 For any permutation a e An we define l(Tl to be the n-tangle
 
obtained from any minimal presentation ofa in which each transposition is replaced
 
by a. positive braid generator
 
Example 4.66 Given: Permutation
 
-=1^2 I =(132)
 
Find:
 
Write cr as product of transpositions:
 
(132)
 
=(23)(12)
 
1 2 3 \ / 1 2 3
 
1 3 2 )1 2 1 3
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Replace transpositions with corresponding elementary braids, 0*2 and ai in
 
S,;
 
XI
 
Multiply via concatenation:
 
X(
 
iX
 
The result is the minimal representation ofa as the product of transpositions
 
(I.e. our diagrammatic representation of(j as a braid projection):
 
Figure 4.67 The braid a corresponding to the permutation (132)
 
Note that in our previous example the length t(cr) of the permutation a is equal to 2.
 
Definition 4.68 The q-deformed factorial{n}!(where q = is given by
 
1-A-4k
 {n}!= 5] =n (4.69)
 
1­
<tG5„ fc=l
 
132
 
 (Note: The last equality follows from well-known combinatorial arguments. See
 
[S86].)
 
Having introduced the length of a permutation r(cr), the diagrammatic
 
representation of the group Sn as braid projections d, and the q-deformed factorial
 
{n}! we are now in a position to define the g-symmeinzer
 
Definition 4.70 The g-sgmmetri^er, 1| 1 , denotes the sum of n-tangles for
 
n G Z defined by;
 
= 0 (4.71)
 
Next we offer a proposition for our sum-of-tangles projector, ,
 
which is parallel to Proposition 4.62 for abstract projectors.
 
Proposition 4.72 Ifgn G Tn denotes the image of {
|in the
 
Temperley-Lieb algebra, then
 
I) al=9n
 
gnUi= Uign =0, for i-l,2,...,n-l.
 
Jn.
 
Hence by Proposition 4.62 we conclude that g„=/„__i = U.-i . Restated,
 
fn-i, the projector defined abstractly as a linear combination of products of
 
abstract generators of the Temperley-Lieb algebra {!„,Ni,t/2,..., is equal to
 
Qni the projector defined diagramatically as the sum of tangles. Before proving
 
Proposition 4.72 we demonstrate this equality for the case of the Temperley-Lieb
 
(tangle theoretic) algebra on two strands.
 
Example 4.73 Show that fi G T2 is equal to g2 £72:
 
Let us begin with some preliminaries that will be needed for our calculation of g2­
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 i)52={(l),(l2)}=^ X }={ lo^J }
 
ii) ^ (12)=number of transpositions in I2=0
 
iii) t((Ti) =number of transpositions in (12)=1
 
iv){2}!= =1+A-'
 
v) Recall the basic fact that any n-tangle may be extended via the bracket identity:
 
= +24-^( 1 == Af]+A-^
[>^1
U
 
We are now prepared to prove that fi in T2 is equal to ^ 2 in T2.
 
Proof:
 
[g2 £ T2
 (TO
0
A
 
0-G52
 
.p--3)t(12)i|^(^-3)iW)y I
 
{2}
 
{2}!
 
{2}! +
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u
 
+A-^f]+A'
(1+.4-4^
 
U
 
(l+A-^)| +(A-2)f|
(l+A-^)
 
1^2 X U
 
= I +
 
1+^-4 n
 
u
/ 1 \ / 1
 
= +^
 n
V^V \1+A
 
U
 
+ n
A2+ yl-2
 
u
 
ip {lvd=-{A-'+ A-^)
 
=/i G T2 as detailed in Section 4.72.
 
O
 
In order to prove Proposition 4.72 we develop a canonical inductive
 
construction for braids a with a G Sn- By the convention of lifting to positive
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 In order to prove Proposition 4.72 we develop a canonical inductive
 
construction for braids d with a € Sn- By the convention of lifting to positive
 
braids, the strand from input i to output 1 will ouercross all the other strands it
 
meets. So {a\(j G S'n} is constructed frOrh the set {r|r G by first placing the
 
strands from input rto Output 1, and then repeating the procedure beneath the
 
strands already placed. For example, the construction of {djcr G -Ss} from
 
{r|r G 52} is illustrated in Figure 4.74.:,
 
Figure 4.74 The mnonical inductive construction of the braid set {a\a £ Ss}
 
We now prove Proposition 4.72.
 
..'Proof: ■ ■ ■ 
It can be seen froni the canonical inductive construction of the braid set that
 
{d|(j G S'n} can be written, fbr any given 7G {1,2,... ,n — 1}, as a disjoint union ofa
 
set W of braids not ending in cTj and a set W'={woilw G W}. Hence we may write
 
. ■ '' ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
But wcTiUi={—A^)wUi in T„, hence =0 for i — 1,2,... ,n ~ 1. This completes 
the proof of property (ii). 
To prove (i) we must show that Qn =In+U as in the proof of Proposition
 
4.62 (ii), for then 17)= because QnU=0. Consider the sum
 
Any particular d in the sum gives, when expanded using 
the bracket relations, a term of the form +77, because there are precisely 
t(cr) adjacent transpositions that need smoothing to reach the identity braid. Hence 
the coefficient of 1^ in the sum for is +{n}!,from which the 
result follows. □ 
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Example 4.75 Show that in T2:
 
ilC\ .. 1 'J
 
(This is a result of the previous example.)
 
1 U 1 u
 
50-5(1+^. yo
 
n
 
, u , u , u
 
1 u
 
=| -5n
 
=9
 
□ 
Au important detail when working with the g-symmetrizer is to address the 
question of what occurs when we fit a loop (a turnbacked cable) with our projector. 
We use property (ii) of Proposition 4.72 in T2 to demonstrate what the results 
would be in such a case. 
But, of course, we must first settle preliminaries. Note the following 
smoothing of a particular tangle. 
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% -I
 
= AQU+2r^U:
 
AdU+ A-^U
 
-A^-Ar^]A
 
+ i-A^-J^y+A^^p
 
-A^u '­
Keep the result of the above smoothing in mind for our next example.
 
Example 4.76 Proof of:^„t;i=0 m
 
gAJi — V
 
n
 
n
 
II X
 
-3
 
= Epi H H ]
 
U
 
-3
 
{2}!
 
U
 
Q+A-y-Ap)
{2}!
 
'U - U­
{2}! n-n
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=0
 
□ 
Hence, we see that the T-L projector obliterates the loop. 
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4.7 Partition Function Weights
 
The Turaev-Viro(TV)invariant of 3-manifolds is similar to the CPS invariant in
 
that it is obtained via state summation. The KL invariant of 3-manifolds is also
 
constructed via state summation and both methods of construction depend upon
 
Mateev moves [Mat88], but the KL invariant is based upon the recoupling theory of
 
q-spin networks [Kau94]. Kauffman-Lins'invariant is founded upon the algebra of
 
tangles, as recoupling theory is actually tangle-theoretic.
 
In CPS theory our 3-manifold was triangulated into a stucture composed of
 
kite-like 3-cells (the meeting place of at least three triangles at a 3-hinge), so one
 
could imagine space being constructed of a network of these 3-cells. In dther three
 
dimensional theories space is decomposed into a network of tetrahedra. In KL
 
theory we consider an alternative triangulation by developing a special spine which
 
is simply the three dimensional dual complex of the tetrahedron. Hence, in KL
 
theory we imagine space being composed of a network of special spines.
 
In order to understand the construction of the Kauffman-Lins version of the
 
Turaev-Viro invariant we offer the following description of a special spine, the dual
 
to a tetrahedral triangulation of a 3-manifold [TV92]. We begin our developement
 
by considering an arrangement offour 3-cells.
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Figure 4.77 A four 3-celt arrangement of space
 
We next remove the 3-cells, leaving only the skeletal remains which consist ofsix
 
2-cells (faces) meeting at one vertex n.
 
5
 
3
 
V
 
1
 
Figure 4.78 Skeletal remains offour 3-cells
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Our skeletal structure is dual to the tetrahedron, as each 1-cell (edge) of the
 
tetrahedron piefcegi a 2-cell (face) of the structure.
 
A
 
T
 
/ j-
IT.
 
l
 
Figure 4.79 Dual tO'tetrahedron
 
What remains is our special spine in which each of the four edges is a meeting place
 
of three 2-cells.
 
r
 
Figure 4.80 Special spine
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We have interpreted the meeting of six 2-cells as the dual to one tetrahedron.
 
This amounts to a local view of our triangulated 3-manifold. As a whole a
 
3-manifold consists of a honeycomb composition of the Ping-Pong table-like
 
structures approximating the manifold,just as the tetrahedral lattice approximates
 
the manifold in other three dimensional TLFT theories. It is a global dual complex
 
with one or more 3-cells, each homeomorphic to a ball. Such an approximation of
 
the manifold is referred to as a special spine. So our Ping-Pong table-like structure
 
can be viewed as one vertebra of a special spine.
 
Before diving into the theory supporting our tangle-theoretic approach to the
 
Turaev-Viro invariant, we will offer a brief outline of the various constituents which
 
comprise the partition function. We begin with a definition.
 
Definition 4.81 A spin network is a graph with trivalent vertices and values
 
assigned to each emanating line that satisfy certain admissibility conditions which
 
shall be discussed in Lemma 4.109.
 
We develop a topological invariant of our manifold via the special spine
 
lattice using Kauffman-Lins' method of associating to each vertex a spin network
 
called a tetrahedral network, to each edge a spin network referred to as a theta
 
network, and to each face a Chebysthev polynomialfor each particular coloring of
 
faces of the special spine. Each of these items will be examined in detail in later
 
sections.
 
To each vertex v in our tetrahedral dual we associate a graphical weight
 
called a tet-net (tetrahedral network) as indicated in the following sketch.
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/ c
 
i cJ
 
<3
 
Vertex?) Tet-net
 
Figlir6 4.82 Vertex weight ■ 
The weight of a vertex v, denoted TST'('y|a)is the value of the tetrahedral network
 
corresponding to v, where n fepresents the coloring of the edges of the network So
 
face colorings on the special spine on the left are associated to colorings of edges in
 
the iet-ne^ diagram on the right.
 
To each edge in our tetrahedral dual we associate an edge weight referred to
 
as a theta-net (theta network) as indicated below.
 
a
 
a
 
c
 
Edge (meeting of3 Golored faces) Theta-net (also called quantum 3-j symbol)
 
Figure 4.83 Edge weight
 
The weight;of an edge e colored a, denoted 0(e|a), is the value of the theta network
 
corresponding to e. Keep in rnind that these edges of our special spine are dual to
 
the faces of the tetrahedron as depicted below.
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7
 
Figure 4.84 An edge relative to a face of our tetrahedron
 
To each face of our dual structure we associate a Chebyschev polynomial
 
[Kau94], and since faces of our dual are representative of edges in our original
 
tetrahedron, one may consider the Chebyschev polynomial assignment as one made
 
to the edge of the tetrahedron.
 
e—^
 
Ac
 
face colored cr(f) Chebyschev polynomial
 
Figure 4.85 Face weight
 
In the above assignments we have effectively reduced the spinal
 
approximation of the manifold to a network of graphs with trivalent vertices; spin
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networks, to be specific. In chapter two we described restrictions on the CFS weight
 
assignments which insured topological invariance of our partition function. The
 
admissibility conditions referred to in definition 4.81 correspond to the CFS
 
restrictions. We will clearly define these conditions in section 4.11.
 
Having colored the 2-eeIls of our special spine and having introduced the
 
vertex, edge and face weights, we may now state the Kauffman-Lins version of the
 
partition function for a finite set of colors 0,1,2,...,r — 2 associated to 3-manifold
 
M^:
 
or v^ej V I /
 
X represent the Euler characteristic
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4.8 Topological Invariance
 
In the Chung-Fukuma-Shapere theory we demonstrated topological invariance of the
 
partition function using Alexander's theorem. Turaev and Viro [TV92] recast
 
Alexander's theorem in a series of 3-manifold special spine moves developed by
 
Matveev [Mat88]and Piergallini [Pie88]. Special spine partition functions that are
 
invariant under the first two moves depicted below, the lune move and the Y-move,
 
and that behave under the last two in the manner we will prescribe in Section 4.11,
 
are said to be topologically invariant.
 
I. Lune Move
 
7
 
3
 
a
 
Figure 4.87 The lune move involves the creation/removal of two vertices
 
II. Y-Move
 
4
 
c.
 
ly
 
a
 
Figure 4.88 The Y-move interpolates between a two and three vetex spine
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III.a) Bubble Move
 
■H-)­
Figure 4.89 The bubble move creates/removes a 3-cell 
Ill.b) Edge Dilation 
Figure 4.90 The edge dilation movex creates/removes a 3-cell on an edge 
You will note that by moves L and II., moves Ill.a) and b) are equivalent. 
When we have developed ari arsenal with which to prove invariance under 
the four moves we will find it less cumbersome to work with two dimensional 
sketches. To that end we now modify our diagrams into their corresponding two 
f—y 
a A 
:14& 
  
a
 
B A c d
 
a
 
} L I
 
Figure 4.91 Shadow world lune move
 
We have essentially 'steam rolled' the 3-D spine. Comparing upper and lower
 
leftside diagrams we.note that in 3-D the faces adjacent to the plane,iand j, have
 
in 2-D become an interior curve and line segment.
 
i—^
 
a
 
j
 
d •
 
^—> wv
 
e
 
Figure 4.92 Shadow world Y-move
 
Comparing upper and lower leftside diagrams we see that a vertex in the 3-D
 
spine is represented as a vertex in the 2-D diagram where the emanating edges
 
correspond to perpendicular faces in the 3-D spine.
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©
 
o
 
Figure 4.93 Shadow world bubble :
 
Q
 
t t
 
^
 (
 
Figure 4.94 Shadow world edge dilation
 
With our shadow world representation established we are prepared to develop
 
the required foundation for our tangle-theoretic approach to the Turaev-Viro state
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sum invariant. Thus far we have seen that the spinal approximation of a 3-manifold
 
can be reduced to a sum of the products of various trivalent-graphical networks.
 
Each emanating line ofa 3-vertex actually represents a bundle of cables, the number
 
of which is designated by the coloring of the special spine and restricted by the
 
q-admissibility conditions of upcoming lemmas in Section 4.11.
 
The concept of a recoupling theory is,in some ways, plumber's work. We will
 
redefine the 3-vertex by refitting ih.e i\ivee emanating cables with ^ -symmetrizers .
 
In the grand Recoupling Theorem we repipe the network of a horizontal two-vertex
 
trivalent arrangement ofemanating cables as depicted below
 
1
 
Figure 4.95 Horizontal 2-vertex trivalent graph
 
into a sum of vertical arrangements where various cable bundles have been
 
recoupled.
 
1
 
Figure 4.96 Vertical 2-vertex trivalent graph
 
Kaulfman and Lins prove the topological invariance conditions using the
 
Recoupling Theorem and an upcomiiiglemma which reexpresses a particular
 
network in terms of theta-nets and antisymmetrized cable bundles. r
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 4.9 3 Vertex as Sum of Tangles
 
We have arrived at the point in our presentation of the Temperley-Lieb recoupling
 
theory where all of the background material will be synthesized to issues concerning
 
vertices of the spinal approxirnatidn ofthe 3-mahifold. The entire purpose, for
 
instance, of defining the sutti^bf-tangle projeGtors (also called ^ -symmetrizers) is to
 
use them to refit the three cable bundles emanating from each vertex in the spine.
 
There.is a correspondence between a special sum of tangles and the 3-valent
 
graphical vertex which we have seen is so important to the evaluation of
 
KauffmamLins version of the Turaev-Viro partition function ofa 3-manifold
 
approximation. We begin with a 3-vertex depicted by
 
a
 
where(a+6 — c),(a+c — 6) and (6+e — a) are positive even integers
 
and a+fe+e=0 mod2
 
These requirements are referred to as the general admissibility Gonditions for a
 
'3-vertex..
 
emanating from the vertex with g-symmetrizers from Section 4.6.
 
Definition 4.97 3Wertex as Sum of Tangles^
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 a
 
4*.
 
where we let
 
^ _ Q-f6-c
 
_ .a+c-6
 
J 2
 
— b+c-a
 
We now demonstrate a full expansion of the entire vertex as asum of tangles
 
that are free from any under or over crossings for one particular case-;
 
Exiarnple 4.98 Letting d= — as usual, we will prove that
 
U u ■ 
+ + 
n /I 
Proof:
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Recalling that
 41 ="-Sn and that by Proposition 4.72(i)
 
V
 
u
 
/)
 n
 
A
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 V U
 
u
 
+
+ 
U'
 
n P -7 770 □ 
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 4.10 Topological Invariance Proof Tools
 
Having accumulated all the necessary material with which to prove topological
 
invariance, our tangle-theoretic plumber's toolbox is sufficiently stocked. Our
 
assignment is to use the appropriate equipment in order to outline three
 
propositions which shaU be required in the next section to prove the topological
 
invariance moves of Section 4.8. We only pifer a flavor of these propositions. For
 
complete proofs we refer the reader to Kaulfman and bins' work. [Kau94]
 
One irhportant component ofthe Tirraev-Viro state sum invariant is the 
quantum 6j symbol [KR89]. ■ 
fa h- ..i' Vv ■ ■ 
Rather than describe precisely how Kauffman-Lins'6j symbols are defined,
 
we refer the reader to the works of Kirillov and Reshetikhin [KR89], and Piunikhin
 
[Piu92]. Also note that the subscript g has been omitted on occasion, but it is
 
always understood that our symbols are indeed quantum 6j symbols, speciflcally
 
related to the Universal Enveloping algebra of quantum s/(2).
 
The foundation for all three of the required propositions eonsists of the
 
following upcoming items: The R(;coupling Theorem 4.99, Lemma 4.100 and Lemma
 
4.101. In order to demonstrate that the necessary constituents supporting these
 
three items have been properly introduced we now outline their proofs.
 
Theorem 4.99 Recoupling Theorem
 
bv yC
 
a T i
 
t d j L
 a/ J \J . I ,
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The proof for the Recoupling Theorem relies upon, among many other things, the
 
g-symmetrizers of Section 4.6. :□ 
Lemma 4.100 Let q = Let 
Then i = 0 while Ai -/- Q for 0 <I< r — 2. 
Since this is simply an algebraic statement, its proof is independent of the 
Temperley-Lieb algebra. But Kauffman and Lins [Kau94] use the tangle theoretic 
approach to prove it. The proof depends upon the definition of fn-i as the sum of 
tangles from Section 4.6, fn-i = requires the fact that 
^f(/n-i) = Ajj from Lemma 4.57(iii) in Section 4-5, coupled with a result by 
Kauffman and Lins [Kau94] that the trace on the representation of a braid is the 
bracket of the closure of the braid, resulting in 
: tr{fn-i)=An^ 
□ 
J-iexnina. 4.101 The network ^ is null if b. If a^b we have 
a 
(L
 
a
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 This proof requires Definition 4.97 of a 3-vertex as the sum of tangles from Section
 
4.9 and the obliteration of the loop of Example 4.76 in Section 4.6. 	 □ 
The question now is how do these three items relate to the aforementioned 
propositions of paragraph one? Let us answer this query by outlining the proofs of 
the propositions. 
We begin with a proposition which we will use in the next section to prove 
the Lune Move. 
Proposition 4.102 Orthogonality Identity 
y-N (a 	b fd a _fO if k ^ j
^ J 9 I ^ i J ^  ~ \ 1 ifk = j 
In the proof of this claim the Recoupling Theorem 4.99 is twice applied. Then 
Lemma 4.101 and the non-vanishing results of Lemma 4.100 are used to 
demonstrate the equivalence of the quantum 6j-symbols in the brackets. □ 
Next we outline the proof for a proposition which will be used to prove the Y 
Move. 
Proposition 4.103 Biedenharn-Elliot (Pentagon) Identity 
y^fa z ml ffc c I \ ( b I k ]^_(b c k]^ (k c I 
^01 ^ ^ L ^ YgIe « ^ )P\ j « ^ )g{ d e j 
For this proof we again use multiple applications of the Recoupling Theorem 4.99 
and a double application of Lemma 4.101. □ 
Finally, we outline the proof for a proposition which will be used to prove 
both the Lune and Y Moves. 
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Proposition 4.104 One Expression of the Quantum 6j-Symbol
 
b C.
 
a
 
a b i
 
c d j
 
a
 
This proof depends upon the Recoupling Theorem 4.99 and Lemma 4.101. □ 
Satisfied that all of the basic tools required for the proofs of invariance have 
been properly introduced and demonstrated, we are finally prepared to complete 
chapter 4 by proving invariance of the Kauffman-Lins version of the Turaev-Viro 
partition function in the next section. 
But before closing this section we reward the diligent reader by offering an 
elegant demonstration of the simplicity and aesthetic symmetry of the 
tangle-theoretic approach by proving Proposition 4.104. 
CLAIM: 
a b i
 
c d j
 
W 
© 
Proof 
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The recoupling theorem tells us
 
a b i
 
E c d j I
 
a
 
Closing strands b and c and summing we have
 
a b i
 
c d j
 
a
 
Applying Lemma 4-.101
 
I
 
£
 
C V
a b i
 
c d j
 
Closing strands a and d, then looping strand i around
 
t
 f ;
a b i
 
c d j
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Applying Lemma 4-101 again
 
g6
 
a b i
 
c d j
 
3 I0£ I0V
 
By Proposition 4-72(i) of the Temperley-Lieb projector
 
a b i
 
c d j
 101 C0l
 
Simplifying
 
I B
 
a h i
 a a
 
c d j
 
€)•■ 
Solving for quantum Oj-symbol 
!> C. 
fl/oi
a 6 i
 
c d j
 
□ 
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4.11 Invariance Proofs
 
We have established a spinal approximation of the 3-manifold,reducing everything
 
to a web of three vertices, edges and faces. The paftitiori function for our special
 
spine requires the assignment of tetrahedral networks to each 3-verteXj theta
 
networks to each edge and Ghebyschev polynomials to each face for each particular
 
coloring of the faces in our web.
 
Our partition function from section 4.7is a sum over all possible colorings a
 
for a finite set of colors(0,1,2,.:.,r — 2} associated to the 3-nianifold
 
<y v,e,f ,
 
X representsthe EULER CHARACTERISTIC:
 
TET REPRESENTS THE VERTEX WEIGHT
 
A REPRESENTS THE FACE WEIGHT
 
9 REPRESENTS THEEDGE WEIGHT
 
Special spine partition functions that are invariant under the Lune Move, the
 
Y-Move and that behave in a prescribed fashion under the Bubble Move/Edge
 
Dilation of Section 4.8 are said to be topologieally invariant. In this section we will
 
prove that the Kauffman-Liris partition function presented above is indeed a
 
topological invariant of our 3-manifold.
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 Theorem 4.105 Lune Move Invarianee
 
k i <1
a
 
Proof , , .
 
Keeping in niind that our sketch depicts only one vertebra on our special
 
spine, let R represent the partition function TV^s^ for the special Spine containing
 
the right hand side vertebra. Let i?,o represent the contribution from the portion of
 
the spine not containing the vertebra. Since a,b,dh and j are the same coloring for
 
both the RHS and the LHS vertebra, it sufhces to consider only colorings for c,
 
hence we will demonstrate that the partition function for the spine containing the
 
RHS and that containing the LHS are the same,summing only over all colors for
 
iface c. '
 
_ f contribution from \ / contribution from
 
y RHS vertebra J rest of spine
 
{tet — nets excluding c){face weights excluding ^
 
if)
R
 
{9 — nets excluding
 
{tet — nets including c){face weights including c)^"

E •%)
{9 — nets including
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 FOR THE NEXT STEP NOTE THAT THERE ARE NO TET-NETS FOR THE RHS VERTEBRA;SINCE ALL
 
COLORINGS ARE FIXED(WITH THE EXCEPTION OF C)o'(f)=f; AND x(e)= 1 BY ASSUMPTION.
 
A^*^Af'Aj-' A*'
 
E •Ro
 
^{a',i,b)^{a',d,j)
 
FOR THE NEXT STEP WENOTE THAT EULER CHARACTERISTICS OF FACES a' AND c ARE 1; WE
 
MOVE A FACTOR OF A^»' INSIDE THE SUMMATION;AND WE CYCLICALLY MANIPULATE TET-NETS.
 
Ay'A^-A^'AfAfAf a; K'

E •Ro
 
^(a,b,i)0{a,d,j) ^{a',i,b)0{a',d,j)
 
BY PROPOSITION 4.104:
 
A^f ^A}"A^''A^''A^'A^^ E\ d j c ^ j i d a'
a' a b d i j
 
•Ro
 
^{a,b,i)^{a,d,j) \ h i 0, j\ j b c
 
BY ORTHOGONALITY PROPOSITION 4.102:
 
AV ^ A^"a}''A^"^A'^'a^^ 1, a'= a
a' a '-^b d i j
 
•Ro
 
^{a,b,i)&(a,d,j) 0, a'^a
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Our sketch vacuously implies that when a 7^ a'the right hand side vanishes,
 
which agrees with the result of our calculation R=0. When a=a' we note that the
 
Euler characteristic for region a on the left diagram under the Lune Move is
 
Xo+Xo'—l- Hence, for the partition function of the left hand side we have
 
-1 ^Xd^Xi^Xj
 
Rn
 
which agrees with our calculation. □ 
Theorem 4.1Q6 Y-Move Invafiance 
C I 
a c A 
e a 4^ 
Proof 
approximation of a 3-manifold that includes the vertebra on the LHS is equal to the 
same containing the RHS vertebra: 
Let L be the portion of the partition function corresponding to the LHS 
vertebra. Lo is the portion corresponding to the rest of the spine. We will hold 
colors i, 6, a, k, e, d, dnd c fixed beCa,use they are the same for both vertebrae. 
We will vary color m^on the left hand sideL^^^^ / X L 
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 ^ _ r contribution from V/ contribution from
 
\ LHS vertebra }\ rest of spine
 
ftet — nets excluding m){face weights excluding mf^P
 
(/)
 
{9 — nets excluding
 
(tet — nets including m){fctce weights including m)^
 
(0 — nets including m)^^^y
 
NOTE THAT THERE ARE NO TET-NETS THAT EXCLUDE M.
 
AfAJ- Af
 
9(b,i,c)9(bia,h'jd{c,l,d)9{d,j,e)9{e,l,k)
 
m
 
m
 
4C
 
•Lo
 
{a^e^m) 6 0(1),m,I)
 
MANIPULATING THINGS A BIT,AND NOTING THAT Xm = 1:
 
^'A^AJlAX6^xcA^^ Af"^Af'-^
 
d{b,i,c)9(d,j,e};,
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m 
A™ 
E (6,m,/)P(c,d,/) ,^{b,a,k)^{l,e,k) Xo 
BY PROPOSITION 4.104:
 
AfA^°AJ^AfA^^AfAfA^^^^Af"^
 
0(bii,c)^{d,j,e)
 
tt i m VJ b c / Vf 6 I k
 
d e j I [ d rn i f [ e a rn
 
BY PROPOSITION 4,103:
 
AfA^"AfAfAfAfA^-Af Af"^
 
^{b,i,c)^{d,j,e}
 
b C k k c I
 
j a i d e j •En
 
AfAX-Aj^AfA^-A^''A^-Af Af"^
 
^{b,i,c)^.{dj,e} ■ 
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X
 
A
 
. ^{b,a,k)^{c,j,k) ^(k,e,l)^{c,d,l) _
 
AND SINCE Lo = Rq:
 
R
 
□ 
We will conclude this chapter with a discussion of the required stipulations 
our partition function must meet under the Bubble Move. In the following 
discussion references to manifolds M and M' actually refer to triangulations of the 
manifolds. 
"Theorem 4.107 Bubble Move Stipulation 
(gr»i—>■ 
(CELL C INMANIFOLD m) (CELL C IN MANIFOLD M') 
CLAIM-. TVM- = {A-'J2Ai^,)TVM 
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 Proof
 
Suppose we have a special spinal approximation of manifold M which contains C.
 
We do a Bubble Move on cell C which results in cell C(which is contained in M').
 
The partition function TVm' will differ from the partition function TVm by only:
 
i) a change in face a.
 
and
 
ii) additional faces i,.j to be colored.
 
(There will be no additional vertices or edges.)
 
Specifically:
 
i) For M we have but for M'we remove face i from face a, noting that i being
 
homeomorphic to a disk implies that Xi ~ 1. So for M'the weight for face a becomes
 
a •
 
Hence, we need only multiply TVm'(which contributes one factor of by
 
ii) We will have an additional factor of the sum over all colorings for the new faces i
 
and j.
 
Therefore, we have the prescribed manner in which the Bubble Move effects the
 
partitions function:
 
M
 
id
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□ 
In order to agree with the results in the Turaev-Viro paper [TV92] we will 
use the next two lemmas to make a closing remark. 
Lemma 4.108 Letq = e^.
 
Lei a, 6 G {0,1, 2, r — 2}.
 
Then 
id id 
{Meaning that A~^ AjAj is independent of a.) 
LHS sum is taken over q-admissible triples (a^i,j) and RHS (b,i,j). 
(q-admissibility is defined in lemma 4.109) 
Proof 
i) 
» 
k a ^ ^ b a 
CELL IN M CELL IN M' 
T1^m' = (A-i^A,A,)TI/m 
By the Bubble Move. 
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ii)
 
r-. . : y : 
:vl 
:■(—> 
a 
CELL IN M CELL IN M' 
TVm'^ = lA-'^/^iAj)TVM, 
By the Bubble Move. 
But by the Lune Move we have; 
0 •0) 
(A-^AiA,)TVM 
ij : ij ■ 
■ i,j ■ ■ i,j ■ 
where TVm i~- 0 
□ 
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Lemma 4.109 Vj G {0,1,2, r — 2} and q — admissible,
 
zj

''ij
 
BY LEMMA 4.108 THIS SUM IS OVER q-ADMISSIBLE TRIPLE (a,i,j).
 
ANDq=e ^  .
 
Note that (a,i,j) q-admissible means two conditions are met:
 
i) {o--h i — j),{a-\-j— i),{i+j— a) are positive — even.
 
ii) {a+i+j)< 2r — 4
 
Proof
 
A.-'^ A,Aj,
 
hi
 
for a e {0,1, r — 2}
 
Since Tg is independent of o by Lemma 4.108, let a=0.
 
=> Tq = Ag ^]AjAj
 
Since Aq = 1 by definition in Section 4.5:
 
i,j
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 Since we let a=0 the q-admissible conditions become
 
i+j< 2r — 4, and {i — j), [j — i) {i+j) all equal zero.
 
Hence i=j^n, where n G {0,1, r — 2}.
 
r-2
 
71=0
 
Let x=-q.
 
-1

X — X

n=0
 
r-2
 (^2(n+l) _ 2^0 _j_ ^2( n 1)^
 
(x — x~^)^ 
 
' n=0
 
r-2 r-2 r-2
 
(x —
 
n=0 n=0 n=0
 
Let us digress for a moment to prove a claim.
 
r-2
 
CLAIM: = —1 if y is root of unity.
 
n=Q
 
Proof
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r—1
 
y"=0 because of the root of unity.
 
n=0
 
Let m=n+1
 
r—2 r—l r—l
 
Then = = = =
 
n=0 m=l 771=0
 
Back to our proofof Lemma 4.109:
 
(x — x~^y
 
.77=0 77=0 77=0
 
77=0
 
_ (-2-2r+2)
 
{x — ,
 
-2r
 
{x — x~y^
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And since {x—x =[(~^) we have for x = —q:
 
-2r
 
{q-q-^Y'
 
□ 
CLOSING REMARKS 
In summary we have demonstrated that when is a manifold approximation 
containing the cell and A4^' is one containing the ceil 
their TV partition fnnctions are related by Theorem 4.107: 
TVL = (A;'Ey AiA,-)TV5, 
In Lemma 4.109 we showed that 
Hence, when 
A4^ includes the edge 
or 
A4^' includes the edge dialation 
175 
we have
 
=TgTVM^.
 
Finally, to obtain a topological invariant of the 3-manifold, we define
 
Im^=(r,)-*+iTyM3
 
where t is the number of 3-cells in the decomposition of the spinal approximation of
 
the 3-manifold
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Chapter 5
 
Category Theory and Topological
 
Quantum Field Theory
 
Up to this point our TQFTs have been based upon particular types of algebras
 
playing the part of the intermediate element which allows us to construct
 
topologically invariant theories. But it has been proposed by mathematicians that n
 
dimensional TQFTs may be generalized from the algebraic approach to one utilizing
 
category theory [Cr95], [Fr94]. Baez and Dolan [BD95] carefully investigated the
 
relationship between the two and provided a viable case for recasting popular
 
topological field theories for arbitrary n dimensions in terms of n-category theory.
 
Whittling their broad generalization down to our two cases at hand,they describe a
 
three dimensional TQFT as a particular type of representation of the category that
 
has two dimensional manifolds as objects and orientable cobordisms between the
 
manifolds as morphisms. Two dimensional TQFTs are, similarly, a type of
 
representation of the category with one dimensional manifolds as objects and
 
orientable corbordisms as morphisms. Without diving too deeply into the details of
 
such a theory, we will delve into its general aspects. To do so requires that we first
 
investigate the basic foundation of category theory. [D-PC]
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 5.1 Category Theory Ibundatioii
 
A category consists of a set of abstract objects. Objects can be,for example,a set
 
ofpoints, vector spaces, groups, etc. Our category does not only come equipped
 
with objects, but also with mbrphisnis, entities whose job it is to connect the
 
objects. In typical examples ofcategories morphisms can be paths, homomorphismsj
 
linear maps, etc.
 
Definition 5.1 Category
 
A category is composed of a collection of objects and a collection of
 
bet X,y,z be objects and /,g,h morphisms between objects.
 
1. If/; X^y and g:y ->zthen there exists a morphism fg:x —> z referred to
 
as the composite offand g.
 
2. Composition is associative: (/y)/i ==/(yh) ■ 
3. For any object x there exists a morphism 1^, called identity, such that:
 
' ;Aa;,: >■'a:­
' and;- , ■ 
lx/ = /lj,= /for any morphism/ ^a::--> y 
If is instructive to view the category, which is intrinsically algebraic, from a , 
geometric perspective as in Fig. 5.2 where we represent objects as dots and 
morphisms as arrows. 
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Z; h
 
Figure 5.2 Geometric representation of a category
 
Example 5.3 One exampleofa category is 'VecV. This is the category of all vector
 
spaces and the linear maps beliween therni Thevector spaces are the objects and the
 
linear maps are the morphisms of the category. Composition of morphisms is
 
composition ofthe linear maps and the identity morphisrh is the identity mdp.j
 
Since our category definition provides us with morphisms which relate
 
objects to one another, the question arises: Given two categories C and D is there a
 
method with which to associate these two categories? Yes,they are related by
 
something called a functor.
 
Definition 5.4 Funcior
 
A functorFfrom a categoryC to a category D is a map from the set of
 
objects in G to a set of objects in D,together with for any objects a;, y in C maps
 
from horn{x,y) to hom(F{x),F(y)). More specifically:
 
Let X and y be objects in G and /:x y be a morphism in C. A functor
 
F:C —)■ D assigns to each x in C an object of D, and assigns to each / in G a 
morphisms F{f) in D such that: 
I. F{f)]F{x)^F{!^' 
■2 - FO)Fl!f) =F{fg} : 
3. F(la;) is the identity rnorphism of F(x), whete Ij, is the identity morphism of 
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 Again, it is helpful to view our functor geometrically. Qne geometric
 
representation (Fig. 5.5) depicts the categories as collections of morphisms(arrows)
 
and objects (points), and a functor between categories, F,as an arrow.
 
?c m)
 
F
 
FM
 
2
 
Figure 5.5 Geometric representation offunctor Ffrom category C to category.D.
 
. Given any arbitrary categbry, we can also define its opposite category.
 
Definition 5.6 Opposite Category
 
Let X and j/ be objects in the category C. The category opposite to C is 0°^.
 
It is a category in which the set of objects is equal to the set of Objects in G,but for
 
every morphism/:x y in C there exists a corresponding morphism f°^:y —> x
 
in C°^:Composition ofthe G"'' morphisms is defined by ={gf)°K The
 
identitymorphism in G"^ is (li)"^. Compositiqh of identity morphisms on objects
 
are defined via:
 
• for li: a:^ X and (Ij;)^:
 
For an example let us consider the category Opposite to Vect.
 
Example ^ .7 Let V and W be vector spaces in the categbry Vect. 'Vecif^'is a 
category in which the objects (vecfor spaces) are the same as those in Vect, bid for 
every morphism f: V —>■ IF in Vect we have a morphism : W —i V in Vecf^. 
We now have sufficient foundation to define a twisted sort of creature called 
a contravariant functor. In reality a contravariant functor from G to D is not a 
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 functor at all; it is, however, a functor from C to To better understand this
 
abstract concept we offer three versions of the definition of a contravariant functor:
 
Definition 5.8 Contravariant Functor
 
1. Let C and D be categories. A contravariantfunctorF:C D is defined to
 
be a functor F:C D°^.
 
2. A contravariantfunctorF maps any object x in C to some object F{x)in
 
and any morphism /in C to some morphism F{f)in such that:
 
(a) F{f): F{y) F{x), ior f: x -^y.
 
(b) i^(/)F(i?)=F(p/),for composable f,g in C.
 
, (c) F(la;)= for la;, the identity morphism of X.
 
3. A contravariantfunctorF: Vect —> Vect is a functor F: Vect —>■ Vecf^. It 
maps vector space V in Vect to some vector space F(V) in Vect°^, and linear 
map f : V W in Vect to linear map F{f) : F{W) —>• F{V) in Vect"^. 
A specific example of the contravariant functor F:Vect —> Vect described 
above is the one that takes vector spaces in Vect to linear functionals on the vector 
spaces. 
Example 5.9 Let V he a vector space in the category Vect. The contravariant 
functor F : Vect —> Vect is a functor F : Vect Vect°^ defined by 
V^Hom(V,R). 
For a more thorough journey through the concepts of category theory see the 
work of one of its founding fathers, S. Mac Lane. [ML88] 
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5.2 TQFT Defined
 
Based upon Atiyah's definition of a topological quantum field theory [At88], A.tiyah
 
[At89, At90], Walker [Wal], and Turaev [Tur94] describe an n-diraensional TQFT
 
as a particular type of "linear representation" of the category nCob. nCob is simply
 
the category containing cbmpact oriented (ri-l)-manifolds as objects, and oriented
 
cobordisms between the manifolds as morphisms.
 
A cobordisrn is basically a manifold with boundary that has some
 
components of the boundary labelled as mpafo and the rest labelled as outpufo. (see
 
Fig. 5.11) We formally define a cobordism by:
 
Definition 5.10 Cohordism
 
Suppose A and B are oriented (n — l)-diniensional manifolds without
 
boundary. A cohordism from A to S is defined to be an oriented n-dimensibnal '
 
manifold with boundary M whose boundary is the disjoint union of(—A)and
 
where(—A)is the orientation reverse of A.^
 
Let a;, y,2 be 1-dimensional manifolds with boundary. An example ofthe
 
composition of 2-diinensional cobordisms in Fig. 5.11 composes cobordism
 
/:a: y with cobordism y: y-)- 2; as depicted.
 
o
 
Figure 5A1 Composition of morphisms in nCob.
 
Atiyah's definition of a TQFT is a special brand of category representation.
 
We define a linear representation of a category as follows:
 
^See Sawin's paper for a more intricate definition of cobordisms [Sa91]
 
.' ■■182 . 
Definition 5.12 Linear Representation of a Category
 
Pi. linear representation of a category CJ* is a functor frorn G to Vect.
 
Therefore a category representation Z maps objects in nGob to vector spaces in
 
Vect, and morphisnis in nCob to linear maps between vector spaces in Vect, in such
 
a manner that the original structure of the category nCob is preserved (eg, a
 
morphism / between two particular objects a; and y in nCob is mapped as the
 
morphism Z(/) between objects Z{x)&nd Z{y)in Vect in such a manner that
 
Za!))'=Z(f)Z{g)mAZ(l^=le^^f).
 
But, as alluded to earlier, this representation (functor) is of a particular
 
type. Making this vague description precise we see that a TQFT,as defined by
 
Atiyah, is a rigid symmetric monoidalfunctor. We now embark upon an
 
investigation of the details ofsuch conditions on our functor.
 
In the concept of"categpry" there is already a juxtaposition of entities of
 
different dimensions: The objects of a category can be thought of as
 
zerO-dimensional, and are often drawn that way, merely as dots; and the morphisms
 
can be thought of as one-dimensional,and are often drawn that way as single
 
arrows. In the further development of category theory even more dimensions can be
 
juxtaposed together; this development is sometimes referred to as higher
 
dimensional category theory [BDd7], The concept of mpnoidal category represents
 
one of the first steps in this extension,of category theory to include extra dimensions
 
(although, as we will explain, the extra dimension in a monoidal category is hidden
 
in a certain sense).
 
Roughly,a monGida/ caie^o?^ is a category equipped with a functorial tensor
 
product operation on objects, as well as a special unit object. The tensor product
 
operation and the unit object together are required to satisfy the same kind of
 
associativity and unit law axioms satisfied by the composition operation (on
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 morphisms)and the identity morphisms in a category. (See Fig. 5.14) Thus the
 
objects in a monoidal category are, in a way, analogous to the morphisms in an
 
ordinary category. At the same time,though, the objectsin a monoidal category are
 
anaiagous in a different (but also very obvious) way to the objects in an ordinary
 
category. This is possible because what is really going on here is that a monoidal
 
category involves three consecutive dimensions, and the two consecutive dimensions
 
of an Ordinary category can be considered as analogous either to the upper two
 
dimensions of the three in a monoidal category, or to the lower two of the three.
 
(See table 5.13) / :
 
Table5A3TheThreeTene/so/aMono^daiC'ute^or?/ :^
 
Shifted Depiction Level Entities Original Depictidn 
(no depiction) hidden level 0-dimensional entity 
• level of objects : 1-dimensional entities .'■-A, 
level of morphisms 2-dimensidnal entities . 4 > . 
The hidden level serves the purpose Of allowing the objects to behave like 
one dimensional entities; one dimensional entities need to have a. zero dinlensional 
entity in contrast to which they can express their one-dimensionality. Because of the 
uniqueness of the single zero-dimensional entity in a monoidal category, however, 
there is generally no need to give this entity any special name or label. 
Thus, as indicated in Table 5.13, there are two styles which we can use to 
draw pictures of phenomena in a monoidal category. In Figure 5.14 (a) the functorial 
tensor product is drawn in the style where objects are depiOted as dots, while Figure 
5.14 (b) portrays the same data in the style where objects are depicted as arrows. 
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 ft 
•; t
 
■ ■ ■#■■■ ■
 lA j® N 6i 
"^'lA 4N 
A 
ft x Bi 
\ 
V 
f^2 Bi 
(a>
Figure 5.14 Functorial tensor product in monoidal category: shifted depiction (a), and original depiction (b) 
where all dots are identified. V 
introduction of tensor product operations on them. The tensor product operation on 
nCob is the disjoint union pjf (n — l)-manifolds; and the functoriality (functor-like 
qualities) of this operation is Sketched in Figure 5.15 in the case n = 2. The unit 
object in nCob is the ernpty set. Our tensor product on the category Vect is the 
usual tensor product of vector spaces, with the one dimensionaTvector space, C, as 
the unit object. To say that our functor ^ is monoidal is to say that it preserves 
tensor products and sends th^ Wentity object in nCot) to the identity bbject in Vect. 
•f ® 9 o 
ON'' 
2. 
Figure 5.15 Tensor product of morphisms in2Cob,f\y--^ z, g-.x-^y, J ®g:y®X''^z®y 
A category is symmetric monoidal if for any pair of objects rr, y in a cat egory, 
there exists a. braiding 
Bx^ fx® y y^x 
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 which, arnong other requirements, satisfies the Symmetry equation
 
We call a braiding that satisfies this condition a symmetry: rrGob and Vect are
 
symmetric monoidal, with an example of the symmetry in 2Cob being tlu;
 
cobordism depicted in Fig. 5,16j and in Vect the symmetry is the usual
 
Isomorphism of vector spaces x ® y and y ® x.
 
^ : y : \ ®: -y
 
X
 
® y
 
Figure 5.16 Symmetry in 2Cob:
 
Recalling that an objectyc in a monoidal category can be thought of as a one
 
dimensional entity or arrow, we now introduce the concept of the dual objectof an
 
object, which intuitively represents the same arrow except with Rs Orientation
 
reversed-.,. :; : . . b ■ 
We define the Sitar sirecture on the objects (oriented Rcells) in 2Cob (see
 
Table 5.13) in geometric terms as the reversal of orientation. (See Figure 5.17)
 
X
 
Figure 5,17 Duality (star) structure on objects in 2Cob
 
Technically, the dual(which may or may not exist) of an objectre in a
 
monoidal category is an object for which there exists a unit map 7,^ : 1 —J'x®x*,
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 and a counit map : x* ® x satisfying certain triangular identities. Picturing
 
the unit and counit as cylinders in Fig 5.18, the triangular identities depicted in the
 
commuting diagrams on the right can be alternatively represented by the cylinder
 
sketches to the left.
 
unit ix : 1 —>■ X (8) x* counit Cx : x* 0 x —> 1 
01a:: 
X 09 X 09 X 
X X 
=Q
 
X ® X (g) X 
X. 
icr 
ex0)lx 
o 
Figure 5.18 Unitj counit, and triangular identities 
A monoidal category where all objects have duals, as described above, is 
called a rigid monoidal category. 
In summary a TQFT is simply a rigid symmetric monoidal functor 
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Z:nCob —)■ Vect (5.19) 
that preserves the rigid symmetric inonoidal structure.. 
A unitary tppdio^ical quantum field theory is a similar functor, but mapping 
nCob to Hilb, the category whose objects are finite dimensional Hilbert spaces and 
whose morphisms are linear maps. To better conceptualize our new category Hilb 
we recall the structure of a Hilbert space: it possesses a zero vector, addition of 
vectors, subtraction of vectors, scalar multiplication of vectors, and it has a 
sesquilinear inner product (ie. linear on the second entry, but conjugate linear on 
the first) defined on it. 
In order to define a umtar?/ TQFT we must consider a second duality 
structure. The prima,ry case, the 'star' * stueture on objects, was intrinsic to rigid 
monoidabcategories. (See Figure 5T7) The secondary duality structure, 
f : nCob^ nCob, which is vital to Our definition of a unitary TQFT, takes an 
object (a 1-cell in Table 5.13) to itself and morphism (a 2-cell in Table 5.13) 
/ : a: -4 y to its 'dual' /t ; y (see Figure 5.18) The operation t is a 
contravariant functor, so (Ij,)'^ = U and {fg)^ — We specifically consider f 
defined on Hilb. The contravariant functor t :Hilb—)-Hilb takes objects to 
themselves, and each linear map / : x —>■ y to its Hilbert space adjoint /t .- y x. 
t 
= 
Figure 5.20 Duality structure on morphisms in ZCob 
With both duality stuctures, * for objects and f for morphisms, properly 
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introduced we may formally define a unitary,TQFT.
 
Definition 5.21 A umtary TQFTis a rigid synarnetric monoidal functor
 
Z:nCob->Hilb satisfying
 
■■ , V ■ \z(/*)=-Z(/)* y: V ­
for all morphisms f.
 
The authors claim that a two dimesional TLFT is a piecewise-linear version
 
of a unitary TQFT.More precisely, it parallels a rigid symmetric monoidal functor
 
Zfrom 2Cob,the category of compact oriented l-manifolds as objects and oriented
 
cobordisms as morphisms,to the category Hilb, with the required duality
 
compatibility conditions. And a three dimensional TLFT is similar, but maps from
 
3Cob, whose objects are compact oriented 2-manifolds.
 
In general Baez and Dolan.describe the duties of an n-dimensional TQFT as
 
follows: It assigns numbers to closed n-manifplds and Hilbert spaces to closed
 
(ra — l)-manifOlds^. We will carefully consider its first duty in the-next section.
 
^Baez and Dolan actually propose that the duties of an 'extended' n-dimensional TQFT goes
 
further, assigning 2-Hilbert spaces to closed(n-2)-inanifolds, and so forth until at its lowest level
 
it finally assigns an n-Hilbert space in Hilb to closed O-manifolds (points) in nCob.
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 5.3 	Reinterpreting Two and Three Dimensional 
TLFT's ■ i;; , ; 
With Atiyah's [At88] abstract description of a TQFT construction, the question of
 
how to fit Fukuma/Hosono/Kawai's 2d theory and Ghung/Fukuma/Shapere's and
 
Kauffman/Lins'3d theories into such a description arises. We have only studied
 
these three theories in a cursory manner in which the TLFT gives us a partition
 
function that assigns a numerical constant to each triangulated closed oriented
 
manifold. But taken as a whole a TLFT gives more than this. As indicated by the
 
list of duties in the previous section, a 2-dimensional TLFT assigns numbers to
 
closed 2'-manifolds and Hilbert spaces to closed 1-manifolds (see Fig. 5 22), and
 
similarly for the three dimensional case it assigns numbers to closed 3-manifolds and
 
Hilbert spaces to closed 2-manifolds. While we have concentrated on the study of
 
the first duty of a TLFT which is important in the topological classification of
 
manifolds,the second duty has application to quantum field theory. It provides a.
 
manner for associating physical operators and states to our manifolds, which may
 
one day be used to describe physical theories such as quantum gravity. We restrict
 
our investigation to the assignment of numerical constants to the manifolds.
 
Hilbert

' > HilbertSpaee.
 
e.
 
Figure 5.22 Duties of(a) 2d and (b) 3d TLFTs
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5.3.1 2d Generalization
 
To analyze exactly how a two dimensional TLFT,as described by Baez and Dolan,
 
accomplishes the first task we must recall the details of its duty. The two
 
dimensional TLFT gives a functor that takes compact oriented 1-manifolds to
 
Hilbert spaces and oriented two dimensional cobordisms to linear maps between
 
Hilbert spaces. A two dimensional cobordism is a manifold whose boundary is the
 
disjoint union of two l-rnanifolds.
 
If we consider the trivial case where our cobordism is the 2-manifold whose
 
boundary is the disjoint union ofthe unit objectiov disjoint unions (the empty
 
1-manifold, referred to simply as 1) with itself, we get a boundaryless 2-manifold M
 
for our cobordism. Since our functor Z is mohoidal it preserves the tensor product,­
so it will map the unit object 1 for disjoint unions in 2Cob to the unit object Z{1)
 
for the tensor product in Hjlb, which is the one dimensional Hilbert space. Because
 
a functor preserves the original structure of the category (see Definition 5.4) it will
 
map the boundaryless 2-manifold M in 2Gob to Z(M),the linear map from the one
 
dimensional Hilbert space to itself(see Fig. 5.23). Such a linear map may be
 
expressed in matrix form as a1x1 matrix, which is simply a complex number.
 
Hence, for the trivial case where we consider only the cobordismS whose boundaries
 
are disjoint unions of the empty 1-manifold with itself, ie. boundaryless 2-manifolds,
 
our TLFT assigns a numerical constant,just as Fukuma/Hosono/Kawai describe in
 
their theory.
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 . B00Ut>f^Kll£S5 2-rnftH\foLb lA
 
i — ^ " J_
 
Figure 5,23 Partition function Z mapping 2-manifold M to numerical constant Z{M)arising from
 
"partition functor" Z.
 
5.3.2 3d Generalization
 
Since our three dimensionai TQFT has the same range space as the two dimensional
 
TQFT,generalizing to three dimensions is trivial. In a fashion that parallels the
 
two dimensional case, the three dimensiohal TQFT is simply a functor that takes
 
compact oriented 2-manifolds to Hilbert spaces and oriented three dimensiona,!
 
cobordisms to linear maps between Hilbert spaces. A three dimensionalcobordism
 
is a manifold whose boundary is the disjoint union of two 2-manifolds (see Figure
 
5.24). In the trivial case where our cobordism is the 3-manifold whose boundary is
 
the disjoint Union of the unit object for disjoint unions(the empty 2-manifold) with
 
itself, we get a boundarylbss 3-mahifold for our cobordism. Again,since bur functor
 
is monoidal it preserves the tensor product, so it will map the unit object for
 
disjoint unions in 2Cob to the unit object for the tensor product in Hilb, which is
 
the one dimensional Hilbert space. So our functor maps the boundaryless
 
3-manifold in 3Cob to a linear map from the one dimensional Hilbert space to itself,
 
and expressing the linear map in matrix form results in a complex number.
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Figure 5.24 Exarhple of 3-manifold M (shaded) whose boundary is the disjoint-union of and (nested).
 
So Fukuma/Hpsono/Kawai topologicailattice field theory in two dimensions
 
and both Chung/Fukuma/Shapere and Kauffniian/Lins TLFT theories in three
 
dimensions are simply particular examples of j^tiyah topological quantum field
 
theories. They are essentially blueprints for cohtructing TQFTs,emphasizing their
 
number one duty: the assignment of complex numbers to closed orientable 2 or
 
3-manifolds. The purpose of triangulating the mainifold is to allow us to manipulate
 
it in a handy fashion. In its triangulated form it is easy to prove that the theory is
 
to determine the state sum invariant of the manifold.
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5.4 Conclusion
 
The bulk of this research paper has essentially been a technical description of the
 
construction of topologieal quantum field theories via various triangulation
 
methods. In the final chapter we validate these theories by carefully analyzing the
 
two and three dimensional versions of Atiyah's definition of a TQFT.Satisfied that
 
they are indeed valid constructions the question remains how does one construct a
 
two and three dimensional TLFT in a general fashion?
 
In the two dimensional case it has been suggested by Baez and the
 
author[BN-G97]that onemay eonstruct a more general theory by labelling the
 
lattice with various components of a category itself, rather than an algebra,
 
Specifically they triangulate the manifold and beginning with a particular type of
 
category they assign its objects to vertices and its morphisms to edges ofthe lattice.
 
Their theory produces a complex number for each 2-cell in the lattice.
 
For the CFS three dimensional case it has been suggested by Baez [B-PC]
 
that a similar construction may be developed, simply a categorification of the two
 
dimensional case. GFS triangulate their manifold into a honeycomb oftetrahedra.
 
Baez proposes that beginning with a particular type of 2-category^ (the extension of
 
a category) one may label yertices with objects, edges with morphisms,and faces
 
with 2-morphisms; The final construction should yield a complex number for each
 
3-cell in the lattice.
 
Reconstruction of Kauffman/Lins' version of the Turaev/Viro invariant for
 
3-manifolds requires a bit of explanation. Their theory is founded upon a dual cell
 
decomposition of a manifold (see Figure 5.25 and Table 5.26). Therefore, the
 
suggested reconstruction would require the assignment of objects to three
 
2-category [B96] has three components: objects, morphisms and 2-morphisms (rnorphisms
 
between morphisms).
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dimensional spinal complements, morphisms to two dimensional faces, 2-morphisms
 
to one dimensional edges, and a complex number to each zero dimensional vertex
 
since it is dual to the tetrahedron.
 
m"—7t
 
A

/V/o/
 / I*//\!/
 
Figure 5.25 Dual of tetrahedron
 
Table 5.26 Translation Keyfor Dual of Tetrahedron
 
Tetrahedron Dual 
3d tetrahedron Od vertex 
2d triangle Id edge 
Id edge 2d face 
Od vertex 3d spinal complement 
While the details ofsuch theories in three dimensions are an open issue,
 
Baez/Dolan have already developed the foundational category structure upon which
 
to construct these theories, not only for three dimensions, but for arbitrary finite
 
dimensions. [BD95] [BD97]
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...the Master acts without doing anything
 
and teaches without saying anything.
 
Things arise and she lets them come;
 
things disappear and she lets them go.
 
She has but doesn't possess,
 
acts but doesn't expect.
 
When her work is done,she forgets it.
 
That is why it lasts forever.
 
Verse 2from the Tao Te Ching [SM88]
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